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Statement 

Chapter 1 consists of known results, stated for use in the rest of the thesis, except ChapL('r 1, 

Section (1.5.2) which is my own work. 

Chapter 2 consists of necessary background material derived mainly from Mcrkulov's papel" 

[24J. 

Chapter 3 is my own work, except where t.he text indicates otherwise. 
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Abstract 

The twistor transform introduced by Penrose's fundamental articles ([28],[;10],[19],[12]) C!l('O(\es 

b8."ic geometric and mathematical physics structures into holomorphic geometry, Diff'('f('nt ial 

equations get replaced by complex manifolds and hololllorphic bundles over tlWlll wit.h W(,lI 

dcfined properties. Hence direct constructions of such objects lead t.o COllst.ructions of variolls 

classes of solutions to basic equations of diffewniial geometry and llIathelllatical physi('s. 

The first successes of the twistor transformation method were associat(~d with 1lH' st'lf-<iual 

Einstein and Yang-Mills equations ([29],[36],[3],[1],[2], [10]), Non-Self-dual Yang-Mills (~quati()lls 

have been studied by Witten and Manin ([39],[14] and references thewin). Deep int(~rCOIllWdi()lls 

bctween twistor theory and non-linear integrahle equations have b('cn unveiled by Masoll, Sillgn 

and Sparling [23], [21] and [22]. More recently, twist or methods have been successfully uscd ill 

the study of quaternionic Kahler and hyper-Kahler manifolds [1], [13], [17], [i8], [2G], [27], [:32]. 

[33] and [34]. 

In 1997, Merkulov [24] has developed the twist or theory for general irretiucibk G-stru('tlll'(,s 

which wa."i applied in 1999 by him and Schwachhofer to solv(' the long-st.anding hol()llolll,V prob-

1C'1ll [26]. 

The main theme of our work is the study of symmetries of G-strudurt's ill tht' twistor tiwory 

context. The main result, Theorem (3.14), provides us with CL surprisingly si III pit, charad('ri

sat ion of Killing vector fields. This theorem establishes a orw-to-orw corJ'(~spolldpIlC!' lH'tw!'!'1I 

Killing symmetry vectors and global sections of the dual cont.act lilw bundle Oil t1H' a."is()ciat(~d 

twist.or contact manifold (see Theorem (3.14) for a precise stateltl(,lIt). 

This thesis is organised 8." follows. In tlw first chapter wc provide a short int.roduction int () 

the theory of G-structures, and explain our notation. The mat.erial is e1a."isical ('xc!'pt. S('ctioll 

(I.G) where we give a new characterisation of Killing vector fields. 
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CONTENTS 

In Chapter 2 we explain Merkulov's work which a ... '>sociates to any irrl'dllcible G-strul'1ur<' 

a contact complex manifold (twistor space) and vice versa (via deformation t,hmfY). This 

mathematical set-up is one of the basic requirements of our study. 

Chapter 3 is the main part of our thesis where we prove Ollr main Theorems. We start with 

the special case of con formal structures whose twistor (ambitwistor) spaces were understood 

long ago. The twistor characterisation of conformal Killing vectors is given by Thl'oJ"{'lll (:Ui). 

Next we switch to the general case and prove in Section (3.4) t1w main Theorem (:~.11). Finally, 

we apply this theorem to get a new twiHtor description of symmetries on quatl'ruionic manifolds 

(Theorem (3.17)), 



Chapter 1 

G-Structures. 

1.1 Basic notions. 

Before we begin our discussion on G-structures, we shall firstly iutroducp some of L1w l~ss(,Iltial 

background material that is used throughout. Note that, Ilnh~ss stated otherwis(', SllllllllaJioll 

from 1 to n takes place over repeated indices. 

1.1.1 Fundamental definitions. 

In this section we give an introduction to some of the fundamental tools used in differelltial 

geometry. 

Manifolds. 

A Hausdorff topological space M is called a (topological) manifold if every poillt x E AI has all 

open neighbourhood U and a homeomorphism 1> : U -----t V C ]RI!. 'I'lw Humber n is call1'd the 

dimension of M. 

The pair (U,1» is called a chart of M at x. U is called the domain of the chart (ll,1». 

The coordinates (xl, ... ,xn) of the image 1>(x) E ]Rn are called the coordilla.te:..; of :L' ill t.he 

chart (U, 1» or the local coordinates of x. The chart (U, 1» i LsdI' is oHm called Cl local coordi naIl' 

system at x. 

6 



CHAPTER 1. G-STRUCTURBS. 7 

Vector fields and tangent bundles. 

Let M be a smooth manifold of dimPllsioIl n and Id .r be all arhitrary point ill M. L('\. o.r bp 

the set of all smooth functions at :r, then a tangent vector, X J ., at. :r is a li\l('ar lIIap 

such that 

1. Xx is linear, 

2. Xx(Jg) = f(x)Xx(g) +- g(x)Xx(J), where f(x), y(x) E lR. are values of j', 9 Ec Of at .,. 

respectively. This condition is known as thc Lcibniz rule. 

In a local coordinatp chart, any tangent vedor, X.I'l can be identified with the first order 

d 'er t', I xn a h xn - X ( .. n) lllcren la operator ox'" were -;r :L 

Let TxM denote the set of all possible tallgcnt wctors of:r. T;rA/ is a linear vector spa('(' ()f 

dimension n and is called the tangent space at x E M. The dual of 'I'xM, d('n()t(~d by O;.M. is 

called the cotangent space at x EM. 

Define the set T M = UTxM . T M is called the tangellt Inmdlp of M. It call easily Ill' 

shown that T AI is a smooth manifold of dimension 2n. Similarly, nil\! = un:~l\l is cal\l'd the 

cotangent bundle of A1. 0 1 A1 is also a 2n-dimensional rnallifold, however tlH' ('ot.a.npPllt hUlldl!' 

is also CL symplectic manifold (see Section (2.1)). 

A vector field X on M is a smooth map 

X: M -t TM 

such that 

1[ 0 X = Id. 

Thus for any x E A1, the value of the map at the point:r: is denoted by Xx -, X(:l') E TJM "'. 

1[-1 (:r). Since the map x : AI -t TAl is smooth, in a local coordinat.e chart wit.h ('oor<iiuat.(·s 

(xn ), X is represented as It first-order diffen~lltial operator 
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where X(}(x) are smooth functions. 

The set of all smooth vector fields Oil M is delloted by r(TM). (r(T1\1), [,]) is a Lie al~('hra 

under the Lie bracket defined by 

[X, Y] = XY ~ Y X, 

where X, YE r(TM). 

Note that there is a one-ta-one correspondence between I '(I'M) and the S('t of lin('ar oper

ators 

X : 01\1 ---t 01\1 

jf--4Xj 

such that 

1. X is linear 

2. X(fg) = jX(g) +gX(f) forallj,gEOM. 

Differential of a map. 

Let M and N be differentiable manifolds of dimension m and n respectiW'ly and let. OJ' 1)(' thl' 

set. of all smooth functions at x E !v!. 

Clearly a IIlap cjJ : Al ---t N induces the map 

Indeed, take any j E 0<t>(x) in a local coordinate chart (Yl, ... , Y1I!) is represl~ntcd by a sllloo1h 

function of m variables. Then cjJ* (J) is It smooth function of n variables givell by 

where (Xl, ... ,Xn ) are any local coordinates at X E M. 

The map cjJ : M ---t N also defines the linear map 

which is called the Jacobian or the differential of cP at :1: E 1\.1. The map is (kfill('d a;.; follows: 

Given Xx E 7~M, define cP*(XT) E Tq,(T)N as cP.(Xr)(f) = Xx(<p*(J)) for sOllle f E 0<1>(:1')' 
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The map 1Y : !vI ---> N is called a diffeomorphislll at J: E Af if 0. : TI'1I1 ---> 7~f}(.I') N is It lill!'1lr 

isomorphism and the map 1Y : M ---> N is called a diffpolllOrphislll if it. is a dif[comorphislIl at 

cach point x EM. 

1.1.2 Lie Derivatiw!s. 

Integral curves of a vector field. 

Let M bc an n-dimensional manifold and / = (-r, +r) C lR. be some interval. Thell th(' Illap 

defines a curve in M (it is assumed that 1Y is a diffcolllorphisrIl onto its image). 

Clearly any curve 1Y : /-+ M determines a tangent vector XI = <P. (-#t) E 7~(1) 111, (t cl). 

XI is called the tangent vector to thc curve. 

Given et vector field X on M. A smooth curvc 1Y : I ---> Al iH called an illtq~ral cmV(' of X if, 

for any t E /, 

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a smooth vector field on M. For any point x E 111, there is flU I' C R! 

and a smooth curve 1Y : I = (-r, r) ---> lIil such that 

1. 1Y(O) = x 

2. <p(I) is an integral curve of X. 

Proof. The result is just a simple use of the classical theorem of existcllCC awl lI11iqlH'II('HS of 

solutions of differential equations. o 

Groups of transformations. 

Let X be a vector field over a manifold M, then for every x E 111, t.hen' exists all illtq~ra.l 

curve 1Y : I = (-r, r) ---> /\,1 of X as defined above (r E JR+). Ld liS fix I E I alld kt. {! bp Cl 

neighbourhood of Xo then the map 
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is defined on U for t E lxo' It is a local transformation of AI generated by the vector fidd X. 

Therefore this map takes a point x E U and goes to a point rPl (:r:) E 1\[ alollg the intq!;ra\ (,UI'Vl' 

of X at x and the location of rPt (x) along the curve is cieterm ined by t. 

Theorem 1.2. A (smooth) vector field X on a compact rnan'i}'old AI generates IL on(' plJ:m'llldc,. 

group of transformations. 

Proof. Let I be the intersection of all the intervals f x () corresponding to a set of Jl(~ighb()urho()ds 

{U} covering M. Clearly I is non-empty as M is compact. Thcrefore rPl with I E I defines a 

global transformation of M. We also have the composition law 

and each rPt ha") an inverse rP-to o 

The set {rPtl is called a one-parameter pseudo group. We may also reverse this process, i.e. 

let {rPt} be a one-parameter pseudo group of transformations. Then we can defille a vpctor fit'hl 

X uniquely by the equation 

drjJ 
X(x) = -It=o 

dt 

The vector field X is called the generator of {rPt}. 

Lie derivatives. 

Let X be a vector field on a manifold M and let Y be a p-eontravariant tensor field. In \o('Hl 

coordinates (x n ), Y will have the form 

Definition 1.3. The Lie derivative of a contravariant tensor field Y along X is the contra:uari-

ant tensor field £x Y defined by 

where {rjJd is I,h(, onc parameter group of transformations gcnernted by X. 

It is easy to check that £ is an additive operator, i.e 

LX(Y + Z) = LXY + £xZ, 
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and that C satisfies Leibniz rule, i.c 

Cx(Y Q0 Z) = CxY (xO Z + Y (xO CxZ. 

This allows us to compute Y in a local coordinates, i.c 

a D 
CxY = Cx ( '" YO:;l""'O:;p(:.r)_, -, (xO ••• IX! -, -(-) 

,L, cJX"'1 d:1;\'l' 
'l1,··,,'lp 

Clearly, 

1 
Cx fix = lim -[J(4)t(x)) - f(:1:)] = X(J)IJ" 

t->O t 

so it therefore remains to compute the Lie derivative of the natural basis of vector fiplds ill our 

coordinate system. Let x, y be the local coordinates in the corn)spon<iillg points of 1\1, q/' (t, ,) 

the coordinate expression of 4>t, (4)-1)0: (t, .) the coordinate expreHHion of cj)-; I ami 4>0 (0, :r) :::.~ :r", 

By definition, 

It is easy to see that 

Therefore, 

Hence, 

since 

d4> 
- = X(4)). 
dt 
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In a similar way wc can also define the Lie derivative' of a fJ-covariant t.!'llsor fipld Z along 

X. 

Definition 1.4. The Lie derivative of a covariant tensor field Z along a vcc!,()',. fidel X OH (l 

manifold M is the co variant tensor field £ X Z defined by 

where {4>d is the one pararnc/,er group of tmnsjormations generated by X. 

As with the contravariant case, C is an additive operator and it satisfies Lcii>llj", rule. 1\ 

similar calculation to the one above shows that in a local c:oordinatp syst.em (:rn), 

Remark: 

')Xn 
r . d Cl - _( _ I. JJ 
LX x - {)xf~(J . 

If X, Y are both vector fields it is easy to see that 

LXY = [X, Y]. 

1.1.3 Bundles. 

Fibre bundles. 

Let 1,-,' and A1 be topological spaces and let 7r be a map 

7r:8-M 

We call (E, M, 7r) a bundle if 7T" is a continuous surjective map. M is then calkd th<' base and 

7T"-I(X) is called the fibre at x EM. 

Definition 1.5. Let (.t:, M, 7T") be a bundle and let 7T"-I(x) I)(~ hOn/,('()nw'fphi(" to a spac(' '" for 

all x E M and let {Un : et El} be a covering of M such that 

1. The bundle is locally trivial, i. c. then~ exists a hOTnco'fnorphis'fn 

for all et El. {Un, 4><>} are called a family of local triviali.~ations of the bundle, 
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2. Let CPa = pr 0 CPn, where pr is the projection onto F. The /W 1ru:mn o ''7J/t. i,sm, 

is an element of G for all x E Un n lJ/J and all 0', (1 E I wheT'(: n is a gT'OUp of IW7TI('O/TW7'

phisms of F onto itself, 

3. The transition functions arc cordinuol1S, i.e the ind1U:cd mappings 

J; I--t 9a(J (J;) 

are continuons, where 9a(3 = JfJl7r-1(x) 0 J;;117r-1(x), 

thcn (E, M, 71", F, G) is called a fibre lmndle. If E, M and F an: (hjTe'f'(~nti(),bl(' manifolds, 71" ilnd 

the transition fundions are diJJeT'f'nti(),blf~, G is a Lie group and t}w co'IJ(Ting (Un) is flU atlas (if 

M, then (E, !V!, Jr, F, G) is called a diJJe'f'(~ntiable jilJT'(~ InmrlZf'. If F is a (J('('/O'T' 8]J{U'(' and (r' is 

the linear group, the fibre bundle is known as a vector bundle. 

Sections. 

A section of a fibre bundle (E, !V!, Jr, P, C) is a map 

such that 

Jroa=ao7l"=Id. 

The space of all sections a is usually denoted by HO (M, H) 

1.2 Connections. 

1.2.1 Affine connections. 

Definition 1.6. An affine connection on a smooth manifold 1\/ 28 a map 

which satisfies 

V: r(TM) x r(TM) --+ r(TM) 

(X, Y) I--t VxY 
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1. Linearity in the first argument, i. e V' X + y Z = V' X Z + V'}, Z, 

2. Linearity in the second argument, i. e V' X (Y + Z) = Y' X Y + V' X Z, 

3. Leibnitz rule, i.e V' x(JY) = X(J)Y + JY' X Y, 

4- Tensoriality in the first argument, i. e Y' f x Y = JY' x Y, 

Jor any X, Y, Z E f(T M) and J E OAt The vector field Y' x Y is called the covar'iau!' d(Tivai.ivl' 

oJ the vector field Y along the vector field X. 

Let (xl, ... ,xn) be local coordinates on M, then V' is represented by n:l functiolls 

The functions f~.6(x) are called the coordinate symbols (or Chrisl.offel symhols) of th(' affine 

connection V'. 

Curvature. 

Given a smooth manifold !'vI and an affine connection Y' on AI, for any two V(~ctor fi(,lds X, Y 

we define the map R(X, V). 

R(X, Y) : r(TM) -4 f(TM) 

Z f-> R(X, Y)Z, 

where 

It can be easily shown that the map, denoted by 

R: r(TM) x r(TM) x f(TAl) ~. J'(TM) 

(X, Y, Z) f-> R(X, Y)Z, 

is a tensor for each input i.e 

1. R(J X, Y)Z = J R(X, Y)Z, 

2. R(X, JY)Z = J R(X, Y)Z, 
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3. R(X, Y)(JZ) = fR(X, Y)Z, 

for any smooth function f E OM. 

Definition 1.7. The map R: r(TM) x r(TM) x r(TM) ---+ I'(TM) i8 called the ("Il'f"Im/'II,'f'(' 

tensor of the affine connection V'. 

In a local coordinate chart on AI with local coordinates (XO), it is ea.''Y to show t.hat. U is 

represented by the functions R~{3'Y 

where 
Bra ara 

Ro rh 0'Y + (I" 1,8 I" [,I) ) 
of3'Y = ~ - ~ (J Ih 0' - "}' I~( . 

uX uX 

Torsion. 

Definition 1.8. Given a smooth manifold }y[ and an a1fine connection V' on AI, the tm'sio'/l T 

of V' is a map 

T : r(T M) x J'(TM) ---+ f(TM) 

(X, Y) H T(X, Y) 

where 

T(X, Y) = V' X Y - V',[,X - [X, Y]. 

It is easy to show that T is a tensor. 

In a local coordinate chart on M with local coordinates (XO) we have 

where r~!3(x) are the coordinate symbols of V'. 

Definition 1.9. An affine connection \7 is called torsion fn~e if T = O. 
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Connections in vector bundles. 

It is very straightforward to define a connection on a vector bundle in terms of a c()variant 

differentiation operator - you simply take for guidance the rules of for an affillP COIllll~cti()Jl Oil 

the tangent bundle discussed above, i.e 

1. \7x(Y + Z) = \7xY + \7xZ, 

3. \7 x(fY) = X(f)Y + f\7 xV, 

4. \7 j x Y = f\7 X Y, 

so we have, 

Definition 1.10. Let (E, M, 71", V) be a vector bundle, where M is (l n-dim,en.<;ional manifold 

and V a k-dimensional vector space. A connection in a vector bundle is a map 

satisfying 

\7: r(TM) x HO(M, E) ----> llo(M, E) 

(X,a) f----+ \7xa 

8. \7 x(fa) = X(f)a + /\7 x a , 

4· \7 jXa = f\7 x a , 

jor all a E HO(M, E), X E r(TM) and f E OM. 

The operator \7 is called the covariant differentiation along X. Many of the properties of all 

affine connection discussed above are reproduced in this context (e.g. the CllrvatUf(' N i:-; ddill('d 

by R(X, Y)a = \7 x\7ya - \7 x\7ya - \7[X,y]a). 
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1.2.2 Parallel transport. 

Let 

<p : lR ---> At. 

be a curve on a manifold At. The tangent vector field to the curv(~ is ddiIl(~d by 

Assume that, in addition to the curve <p, we have a vector field X Oil Al. 

Definition 1.11. The vector field X is said to be parallel transported along the CUTVC <f>(t) , if 

V' 4>'(t)X = o. 

Theorem 1.12. For any tangent vector Xo E T4>(o)Jvf there is a uniquc T)(Lralld VCdOT field 

X(t) on the curve <p(t) such that X (t) = Xo. 

Proof. In a local coordinate chart, X satisfies a system of diffenmtial eqllatiolls alld tltI' tlt('ory 

of differential equations says that the system has a unique solutioll. o 

1.2.3 Metrics. 

Let M be a manifold. A metric g 011 M is a non-degenerate symmetric tenHor fidd of typc (0,2) 

on At. In other words, 9 is a bilinear map 

(X, Y) f-> g(X, Y) 

such that 

g(X, Y) = g(Y, X) 

for all X, Y E r(T M). Effectively, the assignment of a metric on A1 hi an 1t.'iSigmllcnt of Cl scalar 

product in each tangent space of At. 

If at each point x E M, g(Xx, Xx)(x) > 0 for all non-zero X E 'J'xM the .cl is ~mid to he 

positive definite. A non-singular, positive definite metric is usually called a Rielll1tIlIJiall Illetric 

on M (by non-singular we mean that if g(X, Y) = 0 for all non-zero X E r(TM) thell Y ~" 0). 

A non-singular but not positive definite metric is usually called et J>seudo-Riclll1tllniall metriC". 
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In a local coordinate chart with coordinates (x n ), the metric ha,,"> compollents 

[) a 
go{3(X) = g([)xO' [hi')' 

where go{3(x) = g{3o(x). It is usual to express the metric in the form 

this should be taken to mean that for any two vector fields X, Y E 1'('1'1\1) 

Lowering and raising the index. 

IH 

Let M be a manifold with metric g. Fix Xx E TxA! for some point J: E: M. Wc lllay then defin(' 

the map 

where Y E TxM. This map is linear and thus defines an element of n ~1\1. III a local ("()or<iinat(' 

chart with coordinates (xQ) we have 

so if Y = yo..rfxa then 

(Y) - (. )yn 1 . .i' 9 - gn{'J x (J., 

i.e the components of g(Y) are go{3(x}Yu. This process of constructing an elelllent of nlM 

from an element of Tx }"!, via g, is called luwering the index. In matrix notation, whef(~ tiw 

components of elements of Tx}..! are expressed as column vedors and tlH' cOlllPonents of n;~.Al 

are expressed as row vectors, the map is given by 

where G(x) = (gn{3(x)). If 9 is non-singular an inverse map g-I : n~M -) TTM Illay 1)(' dl'fiIH'd 

such that 
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for any Wx E nlM and Xx E TxM. In matrix notation, the corresponding elenwllt ill 7~.!11 of 

Wx has components 

where G- 1(x) is the matrix inverse to G(x). Denote by g<>l\r) the cntril's in (i-I (:r), then till' 

and that the gcx{3(x) and the gn{3(x) are related by 

The map 9- 1 is called raising the index. 

1.2.4 The Levi-Civita connection. 

Let M be a manifold with a non-singular metric g, it is possiblp to dPlillP Cl torsioll-frpP COlllH'('tioll 

V : r(T M) x r(T M) -t r(T M) on M which preserves the metric i.e. all paralld transports it 

defines are isometries. Equivalently, the connection mllst satisfy 

X(g(Y,Z)) = g(VxY, Z) + g(Y, \7xZ), 

for any X, Y, Z E r(TM). As V is torsion-free it must also satisfy 

VxY- \7yX = [X, Yj 

for any X, YE r(TM). 

trom these conditions we have the relation 

1 
g(\7x Y,Z) = '2{X(g(Y,Z)) + Y(g(X,Z)) - Z(g(X, Y)) 

+ g([X, Y], Z) - g([X, Z], Y) - g(X, [y, Z])}, 

for any X, Y, Z E r(TM). Using this relation and the initial conditions we may dlC('k tha! \7 

satisfies the axioms for a connection and t.hus \7 is known a .. 'l the Lcvi-Civit.a conllcction for g. 

In a local coordinate chart with coordinates (:r(~), the connection coefficients of a Levi-Civita 

connection are given by 
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1.3 Principal fibre bundles. 

1.3.1 Definition of a principal fibre bundle. 

We shall now define Principal fibre bundles and in particular we shall look at two very important 

examples of principal fibre bundles, the frame and the coframe bundles. These two (~xalllples 

will then directly lead to the definition of a G-structure. 

In this section, G is a Lie group and P is a differentiable manifold. Let () : P X (i--> I) \){' a 

differential map. This induces the map 

Rg :P ---- P 

p f--t O(p, g), 

for some 9 E G. 

Definition 1.13. G acts diffen;ntiably to the right on P if for any 9 E G, Rg is lL difIcompo'T'

phism and 

fa l' all g, hE G. 

Let us now look at the definition of a principal fibre bundle. 

Definition 1.14. Let M and P be differ'entiable manifolds and let 

be a differential map. Let G be a Lie group. (P, M, 71', G) 28 then called (L (r'ight) lwincipal 

G-bundle if 

1. G acts on P to the right such that for any PEP, if Rgp = p then g = f: (whe7'e (' is the 

identity of G), 

2. 7r(Pl) = 7r(P2) if and only if there is agE G such that RgPl = P2, 

,9. P is locally trivial over M. 

Two very important examples of Principal fibre bundles are the frame bUlIdh' awl the 

coframe bundle. 
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1.3.2 Frame and Coframe bundles. 

Let M be an n-dimensional manifold. Let PT and PT be any two arhitrary frailit's ill l~.Al, this 

means that PT and Px are sets of n linearly independent vectors at ;/: E At. Let ((' I , ... , ('11) alld 

(e l
, ... , en) be the sets of basis represented by P and P respectivPly. Obviously ('lI('h ('1('IlH'llt of 

P can be expressed a.."l a linear combination of lJ at :.c, 

where (g3) = 9 E G£(n, JR). 

This defines a right action of G£(n,JR) on the set of frameH TxM. L('t [(M) lH' the Hpac(' 

of all points (x, Px) for all x E M. Then (£(M), M, IT, GL(n, ~)) is a principal G L(n, ~)-b\llldk 

known as the frame bundle. The coframe bundle has a similar definition: Let PI be all arbitrary 

frame of the cotangent bundle, n~M, and wc let £*(.M) denote t.hl' differPlltial ('ofraIlH' hlllldll' 

whose fibres consist of the set of frames Px for all x EM. 

Also notice that a frame Px can be thought of as a nonsingular linear ma.pping 

for some v = (v~n E JRn
. The right action of G = G£(n, JR) is thcn just given by 

Rg(p) = P 0 g, 

where p is considered as a linear isomorphism ~n ---. 7'xAJ as aboY<'. Till' a.ctioll is similar for till' 

coframe bundle except that Cl coframe is considered as Cl linear isolllorphiHIIl froIII JRH to U~i\1. 

the map 

ut---; (lh(u), ... ,On(u)) 

where U E Tx}.f. So ep maps a vector in Txllf into its compoIl{mts with resppd to t.tw fraIJH' 

PX' Define a 1-form () OIl £(M) with values in JRn a..'i 
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where v E Tp£(M). This I-form is known as the soldering (canonical) form of M. 

There is also a canonical I-form that you can define on the coframc bundle in et similar 

fashion. This is discussed in Section (2.1), Chapter 2. 

1.3.3 Connections on principal fibre bundles. 

Definition 1.15. Let (P, M,?T, G) be a principal bundle with Lie ,group G and Id V /)(' (J, VCc!Of" 

space on which G acts to the right via the representation p of G on V. Thr''(/, (h,', At,?T 1, V, G) 

is a vector bundle with fibre V and structuml group G and is 8aid to be (L880ciatcd f,o principal 

bundle (P, M,?T, G). 

A connection on a principal fibre bundle will define a connection to any vector bundle 

associated with it, for example if the principal bundle is the frame bundle then 11 connection in 

the frame bundle will define at once the connections in all the tensor bUIIdks. 

We shall first look at the notion of horizontal lift OIl a manifold 1\;[ with a (·Ollll!'dioll. 

Let Xx E TxM and let cjJ be a curve through x (cjJ(O) = ;r) such that cP.(-;b)lt--o = X",. Let }r 

be parallel along cjJ, then at x 

We can define a curve J on T M by J = (cjJ(t.) , y U)) and t.he t.angent v(~dor to J at I ~_C () is 

where cjJ. = (cjJ~). This is independent of the choice of cjJ (apart from t,lw fact that X.r had t.o h(' 

its initial tangent vector) and thus we can define a map 

er: TxM ~ Ty(o)T M 

Xx t--> er(Xx) = X~ = XJ(aO - frT,(J;)y/-I(O) .)y{) ), 
XI I ( n 

which we call the horizontal lift of Xx to TY (o)T1\;f. This map is linear and injcctiw, its image 

a subspace of Ty(o)TM isomorphic to 7'-rr(y(o))M. Wc call this subspace the horizontal sllbspac(' 

defined by the connection. Thus a connection on AI defines a collectioll of sllbspaces Oil TAl. 

In fact, this structure is equivalent to the existence of a connection on At. 
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We now use a similar process to construct horizontal subspaces in the frame lmndh'. Let 

£(M) be the frame bundle over a manifold M with a affine conIlection and )Pt <jJ he a curve ill 

M. Let P E £(M) be a point such that rr(p) = <jJ(0) then there is Cl ullique horizontal CUfV<' <jJ ill 

£(M) such that <,beO) = p and rr(<,b) = <p (this is a well known result). MOrPover, for 9 E GJ,(n, IR) 

the horizontal curve through Rgp is just Rg<,b. 

At each point p E £(M) there is a set Hp C Tp£(Jl.1) consisting of the vedors tangmlt to 

horizontal curves through p. This set is a subspaee of Tp£(M) and is known as the horizontal 

subspace of Tp£(M). Let Vp = Tp(rr-l(x)) be the subspace of all vedors tangellt t.o the fibre, 

then Tp£(M) = Vp EB Hp. Vp is usually called the vertical subspace of IJ,£(M). 

Thus the definition of a connection in a principal bundle is just an adaptation of these idea.'l: 

Definition 1.16. A connection in the principle bundle (P, M, rr, G) i.~ an a88ignrnenl, to each 

point PEP, of a subspace Hp C TpP such that 

1. Hp EB Vp = TpP where Vp is the set of vectors tangent to the jibr'c, 

2. Hp defines a smooth distribution on P, 

Connection and curvature forms. 

The horizontal subspaces Hp of a connection on a principal bundle lllay be defilled ill !,cnmi of 

I-forms. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and let X E g. For any element X E g wc can idt'ntify an 

element Xp in Vp. We may then define a I-form w a.'l follows: wp(X) is the elmrwnt .X" E: g sllch 

that Xp is the vertical component of X. Clearly, w is well defined, g-valued, linear and SlIIooth. 

We call w the connection I-form determined by the connection. It. can be shown ([8]) that 

R;w = Ad g-lw. 

Definition 1.17. Let X, Y be vector fields on M and let XII and yll denote the horizontal l'iJt.~ 

of X and Y respectively. The curvatur'e form 0 is a g-va.lued 2-forrn satisfying 

1. O(xh, yll) = dw(Xh, yli), 

2. O(i, U) = 0, 
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where LEg and U E r(P). 

We then have the following fundamental structure equation 

1 
O=dw+"2[w!\wj. 

21 

To verify this, it is sufficient to show that both sides give the sam£' vahw when applied to all 

exterior two-vectors Xp !\ Yp at every pEP. 

1.3.4 Holonomy. 

Let cP be a closed curve, beginning and ending at x, OIl Cl manifold M with Cl principal film' 

bundle (P, M, 7r, G) with a connection w. The parallel translation along cl> of tll(' ('lpJIll'nts 

p E 7r- 1(x) maps 7r- 1(x) to itself. Thus we have a map, also denoted by cp, from 'IT I (.r) to 

itself. The inverse of this map is merely obtained by parallel transport along the salll!' cmV(' 

cp, except that you traverse the curve in the opposite direction. A composition is obtaiued by 

defining the product 1>1 CP2 as the mapping obtained by parallel transporting first along (/)'2 and 

then along cPl. Thus the collection of maps of 'IT-1(x) has Cl. group structure a.nd it is called 

the holonomy group, Hp of the connection at x. By fixing a point p E 7r I (:r) it is possible to 

consider Hp as a subgroup of G. 

1.4 G-Structures. 

1.4.1 Definition of G-structures. 

Among the class of all fibre bundles there are ('('rtain ones which play Cl c(,lItral rok ill difkrPlltiai 

geometry. Before we define G-structure we must first look at the definition of reductioll and 

then we will look at a few classical examples of G-structures. 

Definition 1.18. Let (P,M,7r,G) and (Q,M,7rl, H) be two principal Jibn' bundl('s of 11/ such 

that H is a Lie subgroup of G and Q is a submanifold of P. P is said to be 7"Cfiucibl(' to Q if 

the injection 

satisfies 
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1. 7f 0 L(q) = 7fl (q), for all q E Q, 

\Ve now turn to the definition of G-structures. 

2r: 
d 

Definition 1.19. Let G be a subgroup ofGL{n,r?l.). A G-stT"u,ct'llrr on an n-dirnen.9ional mani-

fold M, denoted by Qc, is a reduction of the frame bundle, £(M), to the group G. 

Looking at the definition of reduction we see that a G-structure is a sublllctnifold of the 

frame bundle such that if p E Qc and g E GL(n, r?l.) then the point Rgp is an element of the 

G-structure if and only if 9 E G. 

G-structures in a local coordinate chart. 

Let M be a complex n-dimensional manifold and let £(M) be the frame bundle. A G-strudurc 

can be understood as follows: Let {Ua } be a covering of M, then T M Ill" can be trivialiscd by 

a map 

This choice of CPa corresponds to a choice of n-sections, {d a
)}, on T M ovm {fa which HrI' 

linearly independent at each x E Ua . Then a G-structure on et manifold M can be ullderstood 

as a covering {Ua, {e~a)}} such that 

c(a) = . .J (::r:)e(b) 
t Yi(ab) J 

on each Ua nUb where (g;(ab)(x)) is a function on Ua n Ch with values in G. 

1.4.2 Examples of G-structures. 

1. G = e. A manifold A1 with this G-structure is an m;signment at each point x E M a 

choice of frame PX' Let Xx E TxM be a tangent vector at :1:. As Px can be thought of as 

a non-singular linear map Px : r?l.n -1 Tx1\1 (see (1.3.2)), then p;l maps Xx to SOlll(' point 

Vx E r?l.n. Let y E ]1,,1 and qy be the choice of frame at y then (jy will map the point V:r to 11 

tangent vector in T y A1. Thus we have parallel translated tangent vectors from onc point 

to another on 1\1. Because of this, an {c }-structure is ca.lled a complete para.lldhml of 1\1. 
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2. Let V be a k-dimensional subspace of jRn and let G be the group of all lillt'ar transfor-

mations leaving V invariant. Let 9c be a G-structUfP with this group. Ld PJO E 9<: su('h 

that 7T(Px) = x. As before, Px is a non-singular linear map Px : jRn --+ l'.rM. Cblrly P,r(V) 

will define a subs pace of TxM which we denote by V,r. Ld (h be ctuot\J(')' poillt ill 9(; 

such that 7T(qx) = x, then qx = RgPT for some 9 E G (by tllP definition of a G-stnH'turt'). 

Thus, 

Hence Vx does not depend on the choice of Px in Qc:. This means that Q(,' giws rist' 

to a k-dimensional differential system on M. Conversdy, let V be Cl difl'en'lItial systt'lIl 

on M and let 9c be a submanifold of the fame bundle such that PI E 9c; if and only 

if p;;l(Vx) = V. It is easy to see that QG is a G-structure. Thus, in this example, a 

G-structure is the same as a k-dimensional differential system. 

3. G is the orthogonal group O(n). Then in local coordinates we Illay regard the O(n)

structure as the sets ({Ua}, {e~a)}) as described above. Define 9;;!\x) in (lla, {e;n)}) a:-; 

Y(a) (:r) '= ,,(~) = g(c(a) e(a)) 
l) • uI ] ."!, J . 

In Ua n Ub we have, 

= BkB!. (,la) ,la)) 
I J9 C, , CJ 

_ (a) ,(a)) 
- Y ci ' ( j , 

by the definition of O(n). Thus we may construct a metric as follows: If ('i c=-p~lr!-}. tlWIl 

define 

Then the metric 9 = 9o.{3dx"dxfl is a Riemannian metric. Conversdy, p;ivt'1l Cl lli(~/llaJlIIiall 

metric OH a manifold it is then straightforward to COllstruct ({ UII }, {('ja)}) and thus Wt' 

have a O(n)-structure on M. Therefore, giving an O(n)-structure is the SitllW a p;ivillp; 11 

Riemannian metric. 
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4. Let G be the conformal group CO(n). Then a CO(n)-structur<' 011 kl is th(' sanl(' as 

a conformal structure on M in the sense of an equivalence clai->s of IIldrics i.(' . (J I IS 
. <>/"i 

The calculation used is similar to the onc in the previous example. 

5. Let G = Sp(n) be the symplectic group. Given a YSp(n)-structur(' it is possible t.o dl'fill(' a 

non-degenerate antisymmetric bilincar form on t.he tangent. spac(' at each poiIlt. of AI. To 

do this let w be a non-degenerate antisymmetric bilinear form 011 !Rn (so a 9 f (,' i"(n.lR:) 

belongs to Sp( n) if and only if w(gu. gv) = w( U, 11) for all 'Il, v E !RH) and l('t TJI E Y(; sllch 

that 7f(Px) = x, where x E M. Define a 2-form, Hp" 011 the tangeIlt. space at J: IU, 

for any X, Y E TxM. Clearly Bp is a non-degenerate alltisymllwtric hilinear form. More-

over, if qx E Qc; is such that 7f(Qx) = x then 

Thus Bp is independent of the choke of p. Conversely, it is easily shown that a IlOIl-

degenerate antisymmetrie bilinear form gives rise to an Sp(n)-st.rlldure. In conclusion, 

giving an Sp(n)-structure on a manifold !vI is the ScUlte &." giving a 2-form on AI. YSp(n) 

is called an almost symplectic structure. A sympleetic structur(' ha .. " the extra condition 

that the 2-form be closed. 

6. Let 

be a linear transformation such that 

Let GL(n, q be the subgroup of GL(2n,!R) be such that 

gJ = Jg 

for all 9 E G£(n,C). A GL(n,C)-structurc on a manifold /0.,1 is called all almost complex 

structure. Let M be a manifold with an almost complex structuw and let P:r E YU/,(nq 
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be such that 7r(Px) = x for some x EM. Define the map JJ).': 

.liT: TxM ---+ TxM 

Xx ~ PxJp;I(Xx) 

where Xx E TxM Let qx E QGL(n,1C) be another point in the almcst compkx Htrudurc 

such that 7r(qx) = x, then qx = Rgpx for some 9 E GL(n, q. Then 

Ji"'(Xx) = qx.Iq;l(Xx) = RgPx J (J(qp",)-I(Xx) 

= (pg)J(pg)-l(Xx) = p(g.Ig ol)p-l(Xx) 

= pJp-l(Xx) = .Ii;r(Xx), 

for some Xx E TxM. Thus .I'f:x is independent of the choice of P:r (so the map iH inHt<'a<i 

denoted by .Ix) and so .Ix is a linear transformation on each tangent Hpacc varying dif

ferentiably with x. Since f; = -1, an almost complpx Ht.ructUH' Oil AI iH n\(, sail\(' a:; 

giving a linear transformation .Ix on each tangent space 7~M such that .i; = -/ and ./J. 

varies differentiably with x E M. Conversely, such It .Ix at each J; E 1\1 clearly defineH Cl 

GL(n, C)-structure. Let M have an almost complex structure, tllPll each t.angent spa('(' 

of M is a vector space over the complex numbers. A complex structure on It manifold Al 

is one which we can introduce complex coordinates such that the transition fllnctiolls Hn' 

complex analytic. 

7. Let SL(n, JR.) be the set of all linear transformations of determinant 1. By a similar 

calculation to example 5 it is easy to sec that giving an SL(n, JR.)-structurc Oil a mallifold 

M is the same as giving a non-zero exterior form of degree n ( a volum(~ form) OIl 1\1. 

8. Let G L( n, JR.)+ be the group of matrices with a positive determinant.. Giving all (; L(n, JR.) r -

structure on a manifold !vf is the same 8..<; giving an orientat.ion 011 AI. 

1.4.3 Torsion-free G-structures. 

Given a G-structure Qc; on JIv[ and a representation p : G ---+ Hnd(V) for some vector space V. 

We ean form an 8..<;sociated vector bundle, V, whose typical fibre is V. Let g he t\\(' Lie algehra 

of C. Therefore g is a subalgebra of V ® V*. Now G acts 011 g via the adjoint l"I'presclltation; 
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ad : G -t End(g). Thus we have an associated vector bundle \B 111 whose typical fibre is g. Thus 

9 c V & V* gets transformed into \BM C T M (x) n 1 M. 

A vector space W on which a linear action of G is defined is called Cl (i-Illodule. Ther!'fo]'(' 

V is a G-module, {J is a G-module and V ® V* is a G-module. Now it Ca.1I hp shown t.hat ('Vl'ry 

G-module gives rise to a vector bundle on M associated with YU (sce r:H]). Now w!' C<lIlsidpr 

the intersections of two G-modules which are both subsds of V (x) V* (x) V*; 

This is a G-module, hence there is an associated vector bundle g~/ 011 A!. 

Lemma 1.20. The set of all torsion-free linear connection8 in the G -8t7'lldure Ye; on AI /'8 an 

affine space modelled on the vector space r(M, g~). 

Proof. Given two torsion-free affine connections VI and V2 011 YG, we haV<' to show that 

Since both V 1 and V 2 are torsion-free then 

On the other hand, since they are connections of the G-structure, 

o 

Consider a G-module V & /\2V* and its associated bundle TA! (x) n'2 AI and collsider a (;-

submodule a(g & V*) C V 0 /\2V* where a is the antisymrnetric map. i.(~., 

a : 9 0 V* C V ® V* (x) V* (lnlisY1ll I V (><) /\2 V* 

Define a quotient G-module 

2 *j * TOT" := V (\)/\ V (1,(£1 (><) V ), 

this has an associated vector bundle which we denote by TorM. There is a limp 
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Hence we have a map of vector bundles, which we also denote by a; 

Let 'V be a affine connection on Qo. Compute its torsion tensor, Tv E 1I0 (Al,TAl!Xi n'2Al). III 

general, Tv does depend on the choice of 'V, but 

Lemma 1.21. a(Tv) does not depend on the choice of 'V on Qc;. I/, 'i8 called the invariant 

torsion, To, of the G-structure. 

Proof. Let V be any linear connection on QG. Let Tv be its torsion, i.c, Tv E 11(\ AI, TAl !Xi 0'2 AI) 

Consider the composition 

and define 

Then we have the following short exact sequence 

1 ii '2 7T 
O-t~M~O M-tTM®O At -tJrwJ'---tO 

So we claim that 7r(Tv) does not depend on the choice of \7. Choose V I. Thell VI = V+w, w\tpr(' 

wE HO(M, ~M ® 0 1 M). Then Tv! = Tv + iL(w). Hence 7r(Tvl) = 7r(Tv) + 7r 0 (lll(W) = 7r(Tv)· 

o 

Definition 1.22. Qc; is called i-fiat (or torsion-free) if Tu = O. 

1.5 Symmetries of G-structures. 

Let 

'P : M ----t N 

be CL diffeomorphism from 10.1 to N. This then induces the diffeomorphislII 

'P* : £(M) ----t £(N). 
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Definition 1.23. let g~f and g{f be G -stmclurcs on M and N rcsped'ively. Th('n a dilJ('o7llor·-

phism 'P : M -t N which satisfies 

is said to be an 'isomorphism of g~1 onto g{f. 

1.5.1 Symmetries of G-structures. 

Let gc be a G-structure on a manifold M. As explained above, any diffeomorphislll 'P : 1\/ --, M, 

gives rise to a new G-structure 'P*(Qc) on M. 

Definition 1.24. A diJJeomorphism'P : M -----t M is called a symmetr"'!J of the G-str'lldu:,.(, g(; 

Definition 1.25. Let 9c be a G -structure on a manifold M. A vector field X c r( M, 'I'M) '/,s 

called a Killing vector field if, jor any local frame {ea} E go, onc has 

where 9b are some local junctions on M with valucs in thc Lie algebra, g, of the group G. 

As explained in Section (1.1.2), vector fields on M generate a l-parameter family of diffeo-

morphisms of M. It is well known that such a family of diffeomorphisllIs a..-;sociatpd to a. Killillg 

vector field of a G-structure gc (if it exists) is a family of syrnrnetries of g(; in the sense of 

Definition (1.25). Thus Killing vector fields is a very useful tool in th(' study of sYlllllldril's of 

a given G-structure. 

Example: 

Riemannian Geometry. Let O(n) be the orthogonal group in JRTI, i.e. the group preserving the 

scalar product "l given by the following matrix, 

"lab = 1, if a = b 

0, otherwise. 

If 90(n) is an O{n)-structure on an n-dimensional manifold /1.1, then, as ShOWll ill S<'d.ioll 

(1.4.2), M comes equipped with the Riemannian metric, given locally by, 

"a IV. (,b g = 11ab L '<>'- , 
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where {ea} is any frame in gO(n). 

Lemma 1.26. X E r(M, T M) is a Killing vector" field of go(n) if (lnd only if 

eXg = 0 

Proof. We have 

e to.. b + a IQ, e a I .)() gbee 161 e gaee '<Ye, "labgc := gbc in the Lie aJgc )fit of ( n 

o 

since gbc -ged. The latter follows from the well-kllown fact that the Lie algebra of O(n) 

consists of skew-symmetric matrices. o 

Remark: 

If \7 is the Levi-Civita connection of the metric g, then the" Killing" cOlldi tioll 

eXg = 0 

can be equivalently rewritten, in a local coordinate chart {J: I, ... , xT! }, a.s 

where \7J.L = gJ.Lv\7 a , and XI' are the components of X in the basis AI'. axv OT'· 

Example: 

Confo'T"'Tnal geometry. Let gCO(n) be a conformal CO(n)-structure Oil an n-dimcllsiollal manifold 

M. As explained in Section (1.4.2), in this the manifold ha.", a callonical cla.ss of cOllfol"mally 

related metrics, 

where {ea} is an arbitrary frame in gCO(n). 
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Lemma 1.27. X E r(M, TM) is a Killing vector field of the confonnal8tTuciu'f"(' g(.'()(Il) if and 

only if 

LXg = O(x)g 

for some function O(x). 

Proof. As in the above example we have 

where gab = "1acgg, and gg is a function on M with values in the Lie algebra of (;O('lI). AllY 

such function can be uniquely decomposed as follows, 

gab = fab + O(X)"1ab 

where fab = - fba· Hence 

o 

Remark: 

If \7 is the Levi-Civita connection of any metric 9 in the conformal cla..'-lS {02(x)g}, then the 

comlition 

LXg = O(x)g 

can be rewritten, in a local coordinate chart, as 

for some function O(x). 

1.5.2 A new characterization of Killing vector fields. 

Let M be a n-dimensional manifold and X = Xo.~ be a vector f1(~ld on At where (:1'0) is 

a local coordinate system for some open set U in M. Let gc; be Cl G-structufP OIl A! Whl'fI' 

Gc GL(n, C) is a dosed irreducible Lie subgroup. 

Let e = {ea}a=l...n be an element of Qc; over a point x E M, i.e {ea} are sections of nl AI 

which form Cl basis of 0 1 M at that point so ea = ea dxo . n 
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Then for all v E 0 1 M, 

where Va E JR. 

So the right G-action on the G-structure gc; is given explicitly by 

where (gg) E G. 

Let p E 0 1 M then p = p{3dx f3 for some Pr~ E en. In the basis {ca}, 0I1l' has p = Pal'''. Thlls. 

- a P= Pae 

Let X be a vector field on M and let X be its unique lift onto n1 At, satisfying tll(' con<iitiolls 

7l'*(X) = X and £x() = 0 where () = p{3d:J;f3. Then X will have the forlll X = X Cl (.r:)rf7. + 

y{3(x,p).JL. Then the equation in general, 
UP(3 

implies 

and so finally this unique lift of X is given by 

_ () aXe> a 
X = XC> (:r)a (' - Po a r>~' 

x' :J;P uPr~ 
( I. I ) 

Let us find the coordinates of X in the (xCt
, Pa) coordinate system. We haw 

or 
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Thus our lift is given by, 

- _ a: () a: -1 fJ {)e~ _ () b _ D X <> , - 1 (~ () 
X - X ~ a: - X (e )a ~ uPb ~_ - eoPb n, (J (c )a-;---)-' 

uX uX uPa (I.T ( JI" 
( 1.2) 

Let me be the right action of G on the fibre bundle n 1 AI, where (; a Lie group. The t.h(' 

right action of G on the (xa, Pa) coordinate system to is given explici tly by 

- b ( ) A mC : Pa ----; ga X Pb, 

where (xa, Pa) is the local coordinate system following this transformatioll. 

The following result seems to be new. 

Theorem 1.28. Suppose there exists a nontrivial class of invariant gauge tmn.<;jormai.ioT/..<; such 

that mc* (X) = X (i.e the Lie lift of a vector' is preserved) then X is a killing vect01" jif'ld (and 

hence a symmetry). 

Proof. Let us find the coordinates of mc*(X) in the (xo ,]3) coordinatc systcm. W<' hav(' 

{)x(j () OPa a 
--+-D:r" axfJ {);}:O! {)iJa 

() ()( -1)" () 
+ 9 a--- p.-

Dxn D:J:o. ( ()iJa 
() D( - 1 )d, ') __ + 9 (' dA _(_ 

'). (} D' .0 gcPd () A 

( X J. p" 

D (-1)(' {)g~, () 

a ,,- 9 a')"oPd D, 
X (J, P" 

since gd(g-l)c = 8d we have M(g-l)c + gda(g-l): = 0 Also .. -. c a a' , (JxO: a c XO . ~, 

D oxfJ D OPb () _ 1 a D 
mG*(~_ ) = ~- () (-J + a- a A = 0+ (09 )b~ 

UPa UPa X Pa Pb OPI) 

So under this action X is transformed into 
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Thus, mc* (X) = X if and only if 

{J d ') 
Q( -I)c g" U X 9 a~Pcl-'l-

u;r UPa 

D( -I)h ') 
X n h( -l)!-I i g i d (-I)1l ( 

9 a c i,c(-:I ') (' .r/t,7Jd 9 j-')-
• (;r' lJJ.f 

{Je i () 
Xa h( -1)# {-I ( - I)b d (-I)" 

9a (' h {J;rn 9 ! .% fJd 9 f {Jp f 

')XO ') 
( -l)b i cl l h( -I)f'i( -I)" l 
9 i Ca!lbPd {)xf-J!la C It 9 f aJ! f 

Rearranging this we have; 

'l b '1 

(xn(( -I)c ugC) ) _U_ 
.J ([:1 0 11>;,} 

(fX Up" 

and from this we can see that 

( 1.3) 

Where (Aa)b = Xa(g-l )b~ and hence takes values in the Lie algebra of C. 

As the gauge transformation is invariant, it is easy to show that the equality (1.:3) dOCH, ill 

fact imply, that X is a Killing vector field. 

o 



Chapter 2 

Twistor Theory of G-structures. 

2.1 Symplectic Manifolds. 

Definition 2.1. Let NI be a smooth n-dimensional manifold and let w be a non-dcgcncT'o,lr' 

closed 2-forrn on M. The pair (M,w) is then called a symplectic manifold and we say that w is 

a symplectic structure on M. 

As noted in Section (1.4.2), Example 5, a manifold with a Sp(n)-st.ruct.un' gives all (~xteri()r 2-

form on M and M is then a symplectic manifold if thb 2-form is dosed. Thus an iHolllorphislll 

defined by definition (1.23) is usually called a symplectic map and 11 syuullt'try dl'finl'd by 

definition (1.24) is usually called a symplectomorphisrn. 

Let us look at a few examples 

2.1.1 Examples. 

1. Let. M be an orientable surface. Thus there exists on AI it non-degclH'rate closed 2-foJ'lIl 

on M (the volume form) so M is a symplectic manifold. 

2. Let M = ]R2n. Let w be the following 2-form 

- d' 1 /\ d n+ 1 + + i. 11 /\ i' .2n W - x .X • • • ( x (.;1,. 

This is known as the "standard" symplect.ic structure on ]R2n. 

3. Let (NJ,w) be a symplectic manifold and let N lw an even dimensional Hubmanifold of M 

such that the form w pulls back to a nOll-degenerate 2-form w N OIl N. Then (N, w N) b a 

symplectic manifold known as a symplectic subrnanifold of 1\1. 

37 
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4. Let M be a manifold and let 0 1 M be the cotangent bundle of M. Define a I-form 0 OIl 

0 1 M by the equation 

O(v) = J-t(7f.(v)), 

for any v E TQ(Ol fyf), where J-t E 0 1 fyi and 7f : 0 1 M -t 1\1 iH the baHcpoiut projcctioll. 

Let 

w = dO, 

then w is a symplectie form on 0 1 M. 

To see this, let us compute 0 in a local coordinate chart with coordinatcH (;[;0'). Lpt 

J-t E O;M for x EM. Then locally J-t can be written a,.<.; 

Thus the functions xl, ... , xn , PI, ... , Pn form a local coordinate system on S 21 M. It iH 

then straightforward to compute that, in this coordinate system, 

Hence, 

and so is obviously a non-degenerate closed 2-forrn. 

2.1.2 Symplectic reduction. 

Before we discuss the theory of symplectic reduction we state fundamental tilcoWIlI dlH~ to 

Darboux 

Theorem 2.2. (Darboux' Theorem). Let M be a manifold and w be a clo8cd 2-fo17Tt on AI 

such that wn is nowhere vanishing, then for every x E 1\;1, there is fl local cooniina/'(' dw'T'/, 

xl, ... , xn, PI, ... ,Pn on some neighbourhood U of x such that 

Pmoj. See [31] o 

We shall also discuss the notion of a distribution on a manifold M. 
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Definition 2.3. A distribution V on a manifold M is a subset of the tang('nt bundle I'M .mch 

that the fibre Vx = D n TxAI is a vector' subspace of TxM for all ;r EAt. Thl' dinwrtsion of D,/, 

is called the rank of the distribution D. 

An integral manifold of a distribution D on a manifold ,M in It sublllallifold N of III which 

satisfies 

for all x EN, where i : N ----> Al denotes the canonical injection. 

Definition 2.4. A distribution D on a manifold M is integrable if, for every point :.r E At therr 

exists an integral manifold of D which contains J:. 

Let (M,w) be a symplectic manifold of dimension 2n and let F'----t At be 11 tiuiJmHuifold of 

M of dimension k, 0 < k < 2n. We restrict W from M to F. We get Cl 2-fol'm ou F dpJI()(nd by 

WIF or WF. Since 

WF = i*(W) 

where i : F ----> M is the inclusion map, then 

dwF = i*(dw) = 0, using di* = [*d. 

Thus WF is closed. 

However, in general, WF is degenerate. For example, WF iti always degencra.te when thc 

dimension of F is odd. On a local coordinate chart with coordina.tes (yn) Ul!'1I 

Define a distribution DC TF (a subbundle of TF) as follows: 

If Wp is non-degenerate (i.e if WF is 11 symplectic form) then Vy == O. But, in gellcral, Vy IS 

non-zero and moreover, V is an integrable distributioll. 

Lemma 2.5. Let F be a submanifold of a manifold At and let D be a distr'ilmlion of J.' (D c 

T F). The following statements are equivalent: 
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1. D is integmble, 

2. for all local sections X, Y ofD, [X, Y] is a local scction ofD, 

8. D is a sheaf of Lie algebms. 

Proof. See [31] o 

We also have the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.6. (Probenius Theorem). Lct F bc a submanifold of a 'TIULnijold AI with (l riisl.rilJll

tion D c T F such that D is integmble, then through any y E F, U~crc pa88C8 a local 8ubnwnilold 

N of dimension p such that 

with mnk D = p. 

Proof. See [31] o 

Thus, if Wp is degenerate, then F is foliated by p-dimensional subml1nifolds (leaves). Let F' 

be an open subset of F, then there is a local submersion 

v: pi --t Z 

such that v-1(z) is a leaffrom the above foliation for all z E Z. Z is called tllP quoti(')lt. manifold 

(or the parameter space) of the foliation. 

Theorem 2.7. Z comes equipped with a symplectic form Wz 8uch that 

WE<' = v*(wz) 

Thus (Z, wz) is a symplectic manifold. 

This process, beginning with a submanifold F of a symplectic manifold (AI,w) amI ellding 

in the symplectic manifold (Z,wz), is known a..., symplectic rpdudion. 
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Hamiltonian vector fields. 

Let (M,w) be a symplectic manifold and let H be a function on nl M. DdiIH' tlH~ v(~dor fidd 

YiI as follows: 

YH-.lW = dH 

The pair (H, 0 1 M) is known as a Hamiltonian system and the integral curves of YJ/ arc sollltiow.; 

of equations called Hamilton equations which are given locally as 

dxO: oH 
dt apo 

, 

dpo: DH 
dt - Dxo' 

where (x1, ... ,Xn,Pl, ... ,Pn) are local coordinates in nlM. Or alt('nmtively w(' haY!' 

2.1.3 Contact manifolds. 

Let M be a complex (2n + I)-dimensional manifold. Let D c TAt be Cl sllhbundk ill TAl of 

rank 2n. Then define the quotient bundle 

L = TM/D 

It is a line bundle so there is an exact sequence 

0-> D -> TM -> L -> o. 

With any such D C T Af one can associate a Frobenius form 

(X, Y) r--t [X, Y] mod D 

Definition 2.8. A contact structure on a (2n + 1) -dimensional manifold AJ is (l TlLnk '2n 8ub-

bundle D of the tangent bundle such that the (Lssociatpd Fmbenius form (/> is 71,()n-degerwnLle. 1.1 

is called a contact line bundle. 

The non-degeneracy condition in the above definition is as follows; Let {co} 1)(' any local 

basis of D and {eo} be any local basis of L. Th<'ll 
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where </>o{3 = -qJ(3o, et, rJ = 1, ... , 2n. cP is callC'd non-degeneratp if (ic-t cPoN i O. It call be easily 

shown that this is well defined. 

One can also easily verify that the above non-degeneracy of D is equivalent to the fact that 

the I-form () E HO(M, L ('>0 n1 AI) satisfies the condition 

where </> is the "twisted" I-form dC'fined by the exact sequence 

() 

o - D - MY - L - O. 

We also have the following important definition: 

Definition 2.9. Let Z be a complex submanifold uf a (2n + 1) -dimcnsiorwl conflld compl('.I: 

manifold Y such that T ZeD (Z is said to be isol.ropic). Then if Z has d'im.c'IIsion 11 t,hen ;t 

is said to be a LegendTe. submanifold of Y. 

2.2 Jet bundles. 

Let M and N be manifolds and let x E AI and YEN. Let f be a differclltiablp Illap 

f : U ---> N, 

where U is some open neighbourhood of x, such that f(:r) = y. Let Or,y(M, N) dello\t' t.IH' set 

of all such maps. In a local coordinate chart in neighbourhoods of x and y resp(~ctivdy, with 

coordinates (XO
) on 1\1 and (yn:) on N, we can express an element f of Or,y(l\1, N) ill knlls of 

a Taylor expansion. This leads to the following definition: 

Definition 2.10. Let f and 9 be elements of Ox,y(M, N) and let (:1:°) and (yo) be local ('()or-

dinates of local coordinate charts defined in a neighbourhood of ;1: E AI and yEN n'slwdivl'ly. 

Then we say that f and g are tangent to the k-th order at x if they hmw the 8am(' Tal/lor 

expansion up to the order k. 

This definition allows us to then define an pquivalence relat.ion Oil O:r,y(M, N). 

Definition 2.11. Let f and 9 be dements uf Ox,y(M, N). We say that f a.nd 9 an: (:qu'iva.lcnl. 

to order k if thcy an~ tangcnt to the k-th order at x. It can be 8JWWlI that thi8 rf'ialioTl is (111 
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equivalence relation in Ox,y(A1, N) and, moreover, that this n~lati()n doc.~ not depend on the 

choice of local coordinates. The equivalence classes for this T"f'lation arc called the k-th jl'l8 from 

x to y thus an equivalence class for an element f E Ox,y(A1, N) is called the k-th jet of f !Lt tile 

point x and is denoted by j;f. The set of k-jets from x to y is denoted fly J;',y(A/, N) and the 

set of all the k-jets from M to N are denoted by Jk(M, N) and it can be shown that .Jk·(AI, N) 

has a manifold structure. 

Let f E Ox,y(M, N). Define the map l f as follows: 

We call jk f the k-jet extension of f . 

.11 E in a local coordinate chart. 

M -t J:,iM, N) 

.kf 
X~JT 

Let (E, M, 7r, lRa
) be a rank a vector bundle E over a manifold 111 of dimensioll n. W(~ ddilH' 

the set .Jk E as the space of k-jets of local sections of fJ. ThuH .Jk J~ h; contained in .lA- (AI, /,'). 

Since E is locally trivial we can cover M by open neighbourhoods {(Ui , <Pi)} such that the lIIap 

is a homeomorphisrn. Let x E 7r- 1(Ui ) := Elu; and let (x(i)) be coordinates in U;, then 

where a = 1, ... , a and p = 1, ... , n. For x E Elu,nlfj we have 

X(i) = f~j) (x(j)) for p, q = 1, ... ,n 

Q_Q (q)(-J c (:J-l v(i) - g(ij)j3 x(j) v(j) lor et, } - , ... , a 

Let v E .1 1 E then in Ui n Uj we have 

where each v0) is given by 
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Hence V(l) is given by the map 

such that on Vi n V j , 

where p, q, S, S = 1, ... , nand ll, f3 = 1, ... , a. 

Consider a subspace of vectors of the form (0, w~(j))' then 

8x'~ 
Cl _ Cl ~)n 

ws(i) - g(ij)(3 8xs 11 s(j)' 
( i) 

41 

thus E0nl M is a subbundle of Jl E consisting of all vectors of the form (0, w~'(i))' Since 1)'~-0S! I !11 

ha.') rank na and Jl E has rank na + a then we have the following short exact sequPllcP: 

0-+ E ® f!1 M -+ Jl E -+ E -+ 0 

Locally, a connection V on E is a set of functions r:/~ E E (><) /..;* (X) 0 1 M alld so V defilles Cl 

map (also denoted by V): 

(vO< vO<) I----t (v" + rn vr~) , s s sr-J 

and this in turn defines a map (also denoted by V): 

2.3 The Normal bundle. 

Let Y be a manifold and let Z be a submanifold of Y. Then we define the space 
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for each z E Z. Nz is called the Normal space of Z '-----t Y at the point z E Z. '1'11(' s('\ 

N ZIY = UNz for all z E Z is called the Normal bundle of Z '-----t Y and is a vector i>undl<'. DCllot (' 

TYlz to be the vector bundle TY restricted to Z, then by dcfinition, wc have 

which gives, 

The normal bundle in a local coordinate chart. 

Let Z be a r-dimensional submanifold of an n + r-dimensional manifold Y. Obviously, Z is 

covered by coordinate neighbourhoods Yi in Y. We choose a local coor<iinatp 

on each neighbourhood Yi such that Z n Yi coincides with the subspace of Yi ddermilwd by 

y; = ... = yr = o. 

A general I-form on 0 1 Yly; is given by 

W = WA(Y, z)dYt + wa(Y, z)dzY, 

and a typical vector of T Z is given by A, where A = 1, ... , n and CL = 1, ... , ".. Thus, 
OZi 

where A = 0, ... , n and CL, b = 0, ... ,r. 

But 

A 0 awt 
dw -l- = -- = () 

t azb ozb 
l t 

d a 0 .. a 
Z -la b = Ob' 

z· 1 

Hence W E N* if and only if Wb(O, z) = 0 and so 

wiz = wA(l), z)dytlz, 
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for any wE N*, where A = 0, ... ,no 

Similarly, a tangent vector v in N at the point z E Z will have the form 

The Normal bundle of a Legendre submanifold. 

Let Z be an-dimensional Legendre submanifold of a (2n + 1 )-dimensional complex contact 

manifold with contact structure D and line bundle L. Then the normal bundle N :Cj)' of Z is 

isomorphic to J1 Lz, where Lz = L\z. 

From Section (2.2) we have the exact sequence 

where E was any vector bundle over a manifold M. Therefore, in this ca,,'lC, with Z a Lcgcndr<' 

submanifold of a contact manifold Y, because j1 Lz = N zlY' N ZjY fits into the exact seqwmcc 

o -----t 0 1 M ® Lz -----t N ZjY -----t Lz -----t O. 

2.4 Kodaira relative deformation theory. 

Wc shall now give an overview of a theorem by Kodaira from 1962. For further details sel' [15] 

and [16]. 

2.4.1 Analytic families. 

Let Y be a complex manifold of dimension n + r. Let M be a complex manifold. We call form 

the product space Y x !vI and let 7r1 be the canonical projection of Y x M onto AI. 

Definition 2.12. Let Z be a complex analytic submanifold of Y x M of codime'flsio1/, ". .me}" 

that 

1. for each x E M the set Z n (Y xx) is a conneeied, compact su/Jmanijold of Y X :1' of 

dimension n, 

2. for each z E Z. there exists r holomorphic functions 

!1(Y,X), ... , fr(Y,x) 
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defined on a neighbourhood Uz of z in Y x M with coo'rdinates (yt, ... , y"+1', :1:) ,';'tu.1! tlia/. 

k 
8(11, ... , f1') 

ran (1 + ) = r 8 y , ... , yn l' 

and Z is defined by the simultaneous equations 

!I(y,x) = ... = f1'(Y'x) = O. 

then the pair (Z, M) is said to be a complex analytic fam'ily of Y. Wc call M the Kociaim 

moduli space of the family. For each point x E M we set 

Zx x x = Z n (Y x x). 

The submanifold Zx of Y is called the fibre of Z over x. 

So an analytic family is a complex submanifold Z '---t Y x M such that the restrictioll of t.1l(' 

projection 7Tl of Z is a proper regular map. Let 7T2 be the canonical projection fWIlI Y x At to 

Y and let v:= 7Tllz and J.l:= 11"2Iz, the family Z then has a double fibratioll structUf(~ 

For each x E M we say that the compact complex submallifold 

belongs to the family Z. 

Definition 2.13. Let Xo be a point in M and let (Z, M) be an analytic family of (·O'fTIPllct 

8ubmanifolds Zx of Y (where x EM) such that for any analytic family (W, N) of (:()'fTIIHl,c/ 

submanifolds Wy , yEN, of Y with the property 

for a point Yo of N, there exists a neighbourhood UyO of N and a holom(11)hic map 

h : y -4 X = h(y) 

of UyO into M sending Yo into Xo such that 

for y E UYo . Then we say that (Z, A-f) is maximal at the point IO of M. 
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Let (Z, M) be an analytic family of Y. There is a linear map jx, 

which is the natural lift of a tangent vector 11 E TxM to a global section of the normal b1llldlc 

of the submanifold v-I (x) = Zz x x ~ Z. We then define the composition 

where 

is the differential of 11. 

Definition 2.14. An analytic family (Z, M) of Y is called complete if the map kJ; i8 an i8o

morphismfor all x E At. Thus dim M = hO(Zx,NzxIY)· 

In 1962 Kodaira proved the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.15. Let Y be a complex manifold and let Z be a compact complex 8'1limw,rl'ifo ld of V 

with normal bundle N. If Hl(Z,N) = 0 then Z belongs to a complete maximal analytic family 

(Z,M) of compact submanifolds ofY. 

Proof. See Kodaira ([15]) o 

2.5 Deformations of compact Legendre submanifolds of com

plex contact manifolds. 

We shall now be interested in the specialisation (which will actually turn out to be a generali

sation) of the Kodaira relative deformation problem where the initial manifold Y is it cOlllph~x 

contact manifold with a compact Legedre submanifold Z and we are cOllcerned with the set of 

all holomorphic deformations of Z inside Y which remain Legendre. 

Definition 2.16. Let (Z, M) be an analytic family of a compleJ; contact manifold Y 1)(: 811(:11. 

that for any point x EM, the corresponding subset Zx = /1 0 v-I (x) is a Lcgenrhr iiubmanifold 

of Y. Then we say that (Z, M) is an analytic family of compact Lc.qendrc subm,anifold.'i. The 

parameter space M is called a Legendre moduli space. 
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Let (Z, M) be a analytic family of compact Legendre submanifolds of a complex manifold 

Y. According to Kodaira there is a natural linear map kx : TxM ---t HO(Zx,NzTIY)' We say 

that the analytic family (Z, M) is complete at a point x E M if the composition 

provides an isomorphism between the tangent space of J\;I at the point x and the vector space 

of global sections of the contact line bundle Lzx := Llzx over Zx, where L is the line bundle 

defined by the contact structure on Y. 

In 1995 Merkulov ([24]) proved a simple condition for the existence of colllpkk L(~p;cIldr(' 

moduli spaces. 

Theorem 2.17. Let Z be a compact complex Legendre s'/J,bmanifold of a cmnplcJ: ('ontac/, man

ifold (Y, L). If HI (Z, Lz) = 0, then there exists a complete analytic family of compact Lcgcnd,c 

8ubmanifolds (Z, M) containing Z. This family is maximal and dim M = h,o(Z, L7,). 

Proof, See Merkulov [24] o 

Let Z be a complex manifold and Lz a line bundle on Z. There is a natural "evaluation" 

map HO(Z, Lz) @ Oz ---t Jl Lz whose dualization gives rise to the canonical map 

which in turn gives rise to the map of cohomology groups 

For future reference, we define a vector subspacc 

2.6 G-structures induced on Legendre moduli spaces of gener

alised flag varieties. 

Recall that a generalised flag variety Z is a compact simply connected homogeneous KahIPr 

manifold. Any such a manifold is of the form Z = G / P, where G is n complex sPllIisimpk 
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Lie group and PeG a fixed parabolic subgroup. Assume that such an Z is embedded as 

a Legendre submanifold into a complex contact manifold (Y, L) with contact line hundle L 

such that Lz := Llz is very ample. Then the Bott-Borel-Weil theorem and the fact that 

any holomorphic line bundle on Z is homogeneous imply that Hl(Z,Lz) = O. Tlwrdore, 

the above theorem, there exists a complete analytic family of compact Legendre submallifolds 

{Zx '----+ Ylx E M}, i.e. the initial data" Z '----+ Y" give rise to a new complex manifold M which, 

as the following result shows, comes equipped with a rich geometric structure. 

Theorem 2.18. Let Z be a generalised flag variety embedded as a Legendn' 8'ldmU/,'n.ijo/d i1l1o (/, 

complex contact manifold Y with contact line bundle L such that Lz i8 '/JC"~IJ ample on Z. The1/, 

1. There exists a complctc analytic Jamily (Z, A1) oJ compact Lcgcndrc 8uinnan'ifo/d8 with 

moduli space M being an hO(Z, Lz)-dimensional complex manifold. For' each :1: EM, I.he 

associated Lcgendre submaniJold Zx is isomorphic to Z. 

2. The Legendre moduli space M comes equipped with an induced irreducible (;-81.11/,(;1./1.1"(:, 

(hnd ~ M, with G isomorphic to the connected component of tlw identity of the group of 

all global biholomorphisms <p : Lz ~ Lz which commute with the projection 7r : Lz ~ Z. 

The Lie algebra oJG is isomorphic to HO(Z,Lz ® (.J1Lz)*). 

8. IJ (find is k-flat, k :::: 0, then the obstmction for Qind to be (k + 1) -flat is given hy IL tf'n80T 

field on M whose value at mch x E A1 is represented by a colwrll%yy cla88 fi:~~' t I] E 

4. IJ Qind is 1-flat, then the bundle oJ all torsion-Jree connections in YiHd has the I.ypica/ film' 

of an affine space modelled on HO(Z, Lz 0 S2(.]1 Lz)*). 

Proof. See Merkulov ([24]) o 

Remark: 

The above theorem is actually valid for a larger cl&'ls of compact complex manifolds Z t.han 

t.he d&",s of generalised flag varieties - the only vital &'lslImptions are that Z is rigid alld Ill(' 

eohomology groups H 1(Z,Oz) and H 1(Z,Lz) vanish. 
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The geometric meaning of cohomology cla.'lses p~+l] E ill (Z:r, Lz.r 0<0 Sk+'2(J 1 Lz,)*) of 

Theorem (2.18 (3)) is very simple - they compare to (k + 2)th order the germ of the L(~gendf(' 

embedding Zx '---4 Y with the" flat" model, Zx '---4 J1 LZ:r' where the ambient contact manifold 

iH just the total space of the vector bundle J1 Lzx together with itH canonical contact HtructUf(' 

and the Legendre submanifold Zx is realised as a zero section of ,]1 Lz", ~ ZJ" ThprdoJ"(', t iw 

cohomology class p~] can be called the kth Legendre jet of Z:r in Y. Thpll it is natural to 

call a Legendre submanifold Zx '---4 Y k-flat is plk] = O. With this terminology, t1H' it(~1Il (:1) of 

Theorem (2.18) acquires a rather symmetric form: the induced G-struct.un: on the moduli 8JHU'(' 

M of a complete analytic family of compact Legendre submanifolds is k-flat if and only if th(' 

family consists of k-fiat Legendre submanifolds. 

2.6.1 Examples 

This general construction can be illustrated by two well known examplcH. 

1. The first example is a "generic" GL(n, C)-structure on all rI-dilllensional manifold M. 

The associated twistorial data Z '---4 Y is easy to describe: t.he complex contact lIlauifold 

Y is the projectivized cotangent bundle IF'(n1 M) with its natural cont.act st.ructure whil(· 

Z = ClPn
-

1 is just a fiber of the projection lP(n1 A1) ~ !vI. The corresponding compte!,(' 

family {Z:r '---4 Ylx E M} is the set of all fibres of this fibration. SiIl(,(' Lz "" ()(1) alld 

J 1Lz = cn(9()z, we have Hl(Z,Lz0Sk+2(J1Lz)*) = 0 for all k ~ 0 which coufirlllH til(' 

well-known fact that any GL(n, C)-structures on an n-dinwnsional manifold an' locally 

flat. 

2. The second example is a pair Z '---4 Y consisting of an n-quadric qn elllbedded into Cl 

(2n + I)-dimensional contact manifold (Y,L) with Lz ~ i*()ClP'n+J(l), i : qll --> CIF'''! I 

being a standard projective realisation of Q". It is easy to dH'ck that ill this cas!' 

HO(Z, Lz ® (Jl Lz)*) is precisely the con formal algebra implying t.hat. the associal,('d 

(n + 2)-dimensional Legendre moduli space Al comes equipped canonically with it confor

mal structure. Since 11l(Z, Lz (9 32(J1 Lz)*) = 0, the induced COli formal struct.llf(, lIIust 

be t.orsion-free in agreement with the classical result of differentia.l g(~ometry [6]. Easy 

calculations show that the vector space IJ I (Z, Lz ® Sa(J1 L z )*) is ('xactly t1w sui>spac(' 
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of I'M ® n1 M ® 0 2 M consisting of tensors with Weyl curvature sYUlmctries [6]. Thus 

Theorem (2.18(3)) implies the well-known Schouten conformul flatlwss criterioll [6]. Sine!' 

HO (Z, L z (;l) 52 (.J I L z ) *) is isomorphic to the typical fibre of 0 1 M, tlw set of all torsioll- frc!' 

affine connections preserving the induced conformal structure is the affine space lJlod!'\kd 

on HO(M, n1 M), again in agreement with the classical result [6J. 

How large is thc family of G-structures which can be constructed by twistor IIlPi.ilods of 

Theorem (2.18)? As the following result shows, in the category of irreducible I-flat G-sLrllcturcs 

this class is a large as one could wish. 

Theorem 2.19. 1. Let H be one of the following representations: 

(a) Spin(2n + 1, C) acting on C2", n 2 3; 

(b) Sp(2n,C) acting on c2n, n 2 2; 

(c) G2 acting on C7 . 

Suppose that G c G L (m, C) is a connected semisimple Lie subgroup whose deconl})()s'itio1l 

into a lomlly direct product of simple groups contains H. If g is any in"(~ducibk 1-Jiat 

G . C* -structure on an m-dimensional manifold M, then there exists a. complex contact 

manifold (Y, L) and a generalised flag variety Z embedded into Y as a Legendre sulmwn

ifold with Lz being very ample, such that, at least locally, M is canonically isomorphic to 

the associated Legendre moduli space and Q C Qind. In particular, when G ~- II one has 

(a) Z = 50(2n + 2, q/U(n + 1) and Qind is a Spin(2n + 2, C) . C* -stT1u:turc; 

(b) Z = Cp2n+l and Qind is a GL{2n, q-strncture; 

(c) Z = Q5 and Qind is a CO(7, C)-strncture. 

2. Let G c G L( m, C) be an arbitrary connected semisimple Lie 8ubgm'lq) whosc d('(;ornpo8i

tion into a locally direct product of simple groups does not contain any of the gmUJ!8 I1 

considered in (1). If Q is any irreducible I-fiat G . C* -structure on an m -riimcn8ional '/fUlT/,

ifold M, then there exists a complex contact manifold (Y, L) and a L('gendn~ submanifold 

Z'----t Y with Z = G / P for some parabolic subgroup PeG and with Lz being 'IW771 (m/plc', 
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such that, at least locally. M is canonically isomorphic to the a8M)ciated LcgendT(' m.oduli. 

space and 9 = 9md· 

Proof. See Merkulov ([24]) o 

The conclusion is that there are very few irreducible G-structures which can not lw COII

structed by the twistor methods discussed. It is also worth pointing out that Theorem (2.18) 

gives rise to a new and rather effective machinery to search for exotic holonomies. 

2.7 From Kodaira to Legendre moduli spaces and back. 

In this subsection we first show that any complete Kodaira moduli space can be interprdpd <I. .. a 

complete Lcgcndre moduli space and then use this fact to prove a proposition about caJl()lIically 

induced geometric structures OIl Kodaira moduli spaces. 

If Z '---; Y is a complex submanifold, there is an exact sequence of vector hUlldles 

which induces a natural embedding, lP'(NzlY ) '---; JP(OI V), of total spaces of the associat('d 

projectivised bundles. The manifold Y = lP'(OI Y) carries a natural contact structure such 

that the constructed embedding Z = IP'(NzlY ) '---; Y is a Legendre onc. Indeed, tJw contact 

distribution D c TY at each point y E Y consists of those tangent vectors X.v E Ty Y which 

satisfy the equation < fj, T.(Xy) >= 0, where T : Y ---t Y is a natural projection and the allgular 

brackets denote the pairing of I-forms and vectors at T(fj) E Y. Since the submanifold Z c }' 

consists precisely of those projective classes of I-forms in OIYIZ which vanish whell f<'stridcd 

on TZ, we conclude that TZ c Dlz. One may check that this a..'>sociatioJl 

Kodaira moduli space ---t Legendre moduli spaCE' 

preserves completeness while changing its meaning, i.e a complete Kodaira family of cOIllpact 

submanifolds is mapped into a complete family of compact complex Legendre submanifold:-; 

(which is mmally not. complete in the Kodaira sense). 
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Twistor Transform Of Symmetries. 

3.1 Basic Notions. 

Let M be any complex manifold and let 0 1 Af be its cotangent bundle. There is a canonical 

holomorphic 2-form on nl J\f which can be defined as follows. If IT : nl1\1 -> M is t.lil' has!' 

point projection, then, for t'very v E To(OIl\f), define a I-form () on the total space nil\! by 

the equation 

O(v) = a(1I".(v)). 

Thus 0 is a ho\omorphie I-form on 0 1 A1 and w = dO is the canonical symplcctic form Oil 0 1 M. 

To see this, let us compute 0 in local coordinates. Let z : U -> lRll be a local hololTlorphic 

coordinate chart. Since the I-forms dz 1, ... ,dz71 arc linearly independent at ('very point of U, 

it follows that there are unique functions Pi on 0 1 M so that, for 0: E n~u" 

The functions zl , ... , z71, PI, ... ,P71 then form a holomorphic coordinate system on n1l\1 ill which 

the projection mapping 11" is given by 

IT(Z,p) = z. 

It is then straightforward to compute that, in this coordinatf' system, 

Hence, w = dpo 1\ dzD: and so is obviously non-degenerate. 

54 
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Thus the total space of the cotangent bundle 0 1 AI has a canonical holomorphic sYlllpl('ctic 

structure rf'presented ill a natural local coordinate system {z'\ PG} by the 2-forlll w = tip" 1\ dz". 

Then the sheaf of hololllorphic functions on n1 Af is a sheaf of Lie algebra.., relative to t1H' Poissoll 

bracket {f,g} = w-l(d1.dg), or, in local coordinates, 

81 8g 81 8g 
{f. g} = [Jp" 8z0 - 8z':k 8po . 

Suppose 0 is a CO(n. C)-structure on an n-dimensional manifold M. With such a 0 there 

is naturally associated a subbundle ~ C n1 M 

where g is any metric in the con formal class [n2 gab ] defined by <5. This subspace ~, called 

the subspace of "null" or "isotropic" I-forms, is a hypcrsurface in 0 1 AI. Tlwrt, is it natural 

C* -action on J: 

0 1 M\O/C* and let F = ~/C* c lP(n1 M) to be the quadric lying in the projectivizpd cotangCllt 

bundle JP'(nl M). 

3.1.1 Rank 1 Distribution On ~. 

Consider the symplectie form w restricted to ~ C n1 M. We shall denote it by wl~. Now 

d(wl~) = (dw)l~ = Ol~ = 0 

so that wl~ is a dosed 2-form on ~. Clearly, wl~ is degenerate (as the dimension of ~ is odd). 

IIence, there is a distribution 1) ~ c T~ defined by 

1)3-:= {v E T~: w(v, .)I~ = O} 

which is non-empty. Actually, rank 1) = 1 and it is locally spanned by one vector fidd 

where gab is inverse to a lIwtric gab and r~a is the Lt'vi-Civita connection of gl1/;' gab lwing allY 

mdric in the conformal class G 
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3.1.2 Killing Vector Fields Versus :Dj. 

Take any vector fidd X = xa(z)~ on Af. Define an associated fuuctioll hx = Xllp(l Oil nl!lf. 

Theorem 3.1. hx Ij is constant along the distribution:D~ if and only if X is a conforrnal Killing 

vector field, in other words ::Dhxl~ = 0 if and only if X sati8fies \7" XII + \7 11 X" = 0'2.11
,
'11. 

Proof. ~ is a quadratic hypersurface in ~ '---> n1 M\O, given by one equation 

Indeed, 

Let X be a vector Held then 

OIl n1 M. Clearly hxl~ is constant along the leaves of the distribution 1)~ if and only if Dhx IJ = 

0, where 

Let us study the equation 1)hxl~ = O. In local coordinates (z'\Po), it takes the form 

( 00: )(oX
8 

)' /~)I 
=} 2g Po ozO: P8 + r o:~P)'X ~ = 0 

( OooX8 00 l' ~)I __ 
=} 2g ozo P8PO + 2g r o:/~P1'PoX ;y - 0 

oX8 
=} (2lCk OZCk P8PO + 2lCkr~BP),POX~) = n2gof3pnpfJ 

for some function n. Changing the notation slightly we have, 

or 
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which is precisely the equation 

We have already shown that this equation is equivalent to saying that X is it cOllforlllal !,illillg 

vector field (see Section (1.5.1)). o 

3.2 Twistor Transform Of A Conformal Killing Vector Field. 

The integral curves of the rank 1 distribution 1) I~ foliate~. Let Y \)(' 1.11(' pa.rameter SPl1("(' 

of these integral curves. If M is sufficiently "small" Y is a holomorpllic cum pl<'x man ifold of 

dimension 2n - 2. Moreover, Y has a symplectie form w such that /I.*(w) = wl~. Thcl'(' is It 

C*-action on Y. The quotient Y IC· = y 2n - 3 , is a contact manifold of dimensio\l '2n :3. Whl'll 

the dimension of Y is one, then this space is called the ambitwistor space. We shall also ('all Y 

an ambitwistor space for any dimension. The contact line bundle L on Y is jllst tll(' qlloti('lIt 

L = ~ x C/C* relative to the natural multiplication map 

~ x C ---t ~ X C, 

(p, c) ---t (Ap, A, c) 

where A E C·. 

Given a con formal Killing vector field X, wc produce the function hx = X"p". \N(' kllow 

that this function is constant along the integral curves of 1)1j:" Hence hx = 11.--1 (Jx), for S()IllP 

function fx on Y which is homogenous of degree 1 with respect to t.lle C* actioll. 

Theorem 3.2. Any conformal Killing vector field X on (M, G) gives riM to a global .m·{-ion 

sx E HO(y, L*) on the associated ambitwistor space. 

To show this we must first introduce the notion of Euler vector fields. 

3.2.1 Euler Vector Fields. 

Let E ---t Y be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank k over an-dimensional I111U1ifold Y. LI'I 

a a( b) i i( b ) j 
Z(k) = 9 Z(l)' V(k) = gj Z(l) V(I) 
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for some holomorphic functions ga(z), g}(z), where z(k) are coordillate~ ill tht· ha~(' alld I'(k) (In' 

coordinates in the fibre. 

Define in U(k) the vector field 

It is easy to show that t(k) = t(l) on each U(k) n U(l) f:- 0. Hence, w(' have it p;lobally ddiIwd 

vector field on the total space E which we call the Euler vector field. 

Now let be L be a line bundle and (Z(k) , S(k») a local coordinate ~y~t.cJll of L. III thi~ ca~(' 

t = S(k) ~ is the Euler vector field of L. 
(]S(k) 

Lemma 3.3. Let L --+ M be a complex line bundle over M. Let al. be I.Iw 8h('aj of lwlrnnmpliic 

functions on L. Then 

Proof. Let U(k) be a covering of L such that 1T-
1(U(k») = U(k) xC TlwlI (Zu.-) , 8(~,») C U(k) x C 

and (Z(I),S(l)) E U(l) x C,U(k) nU(I) f:- 0 are the same point on L if .'i(k) '-"-' ('(~'l)(z(klhl) w\H'l'\' 

the transition function C(kI) (Z(k») is a non-vanishing holomorphic functioll 011 U(A) n U(/l' Let. 

f E f(L, Od· Then locally on U(k) we have f = f(k) (z(k)' S(k») and 

Thus, 

8f(k) 0 k 
t(k)f(k) = kf(k) {o} s(k)-!C:\- = kf(k) {:::} f(k) = f(k)(Z(k:))8(A.) 

uS(k) 

f?k)((k)) defines a global section of (L*ri)k over M since the transformatioll law of' f(~.)(Z(k») is 

the same as the transformation law of a section wE f(M, (L*)®k). To scp this, lo('ally Oil U(~.), 

W(k) E r(U(k) , (L*)®k) must have the form W(k) = T(k)(Z(k»)C(>0 .. . (>0(~ wllPf(~ (' f !'(U(k) , 1.*) which 

vanishes nowhere. On U(k) nU(I) f. 0, c(k) = h(kl)(Z(k»)C(I), where h(kl)(Z(k») is a 1l01l-Villlishilll-!: 

holomorphic function on U(k) nU(I)' Thus we have on U(k) nU(l) f. 0 

W(/) T(l)(z(l»)e(/) ® ... @e(l) = r(/) (Z(l))(h(kl) (Z(k»)C(k») (>9 ••• (x) h(kl)((Z(klhk») 

T(I)(Z(l))(h(kl)(Z(k)))kC(k) (>0 ••• (>9 C(k) = T(k)(Z(k»)e(k)k 0\) .. , !Xl ('(k)== W(k) 
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Thus, 

as required. D 

Proof Of Theorem: J:<rom the above Lemma, when k = 1 we have 

{J E f(L,CJt);Ef = J} = r(M,L*) 

Then since sx, given by hxl~ = J.L*(sx), is a global function on Y homogenous of d<'gw{' (JJl(' 

and is an element of {J E f(L'(~h); Ef = J}, Sx is an element of llO(y, L·). QED, 

3.3 Inverse Twistor Transform. 

In the previous section we have shown that any conformal Killing vector field X 011 Ill(' (,()Ilforlllal 

manifold M gives rise to a global section Sx E HO(y, L·) on the a .. 'isociat,('d alllhit.wistor SPiH'(', 

Now we want to show that this association; 

{K illing Vectors on M} -t {global section,'; of L· --> Y} 

is one-to-one. 

Let s E HO(y, L*) by Lemma (3.3), s can be viewed as a global holorllorplii(' fUJlctioll 1., 

on the total space of the contact line bundle L on Y of homogpnity one with f('SPPct, t.o t.h(' 

Euler field. Then J.L*(Js) is a global holomorphic function on F which is homogenous of dl'gn'(' 

1 with respect to the C* action Pe> -t APe>. By Lemma (3.:l) again, IL*(I,) is a glohal s('dioll of 

the line bundle O(l)IF, where 0(1) is the line bundle on the total space IP'(HI AI) <illal to 11)(' 

tautological line bundle 0(-1). We denote this element of HO(F,O(l)IF) by,;;. 

Lemma 3.4. 

Proof. The space F is a relative irreducible hypersurface in the projectivised cota.ngellt lltllldl(' 

JP(nl M). Since it is also irreducible any function g E OhP'(!2IM) va.nishing 011 F 1lI1lSt. \>(' of (II(' 

form g'ga!3paP!3 for some g'. Since ga!3paP!3 is homogenous of degree two ill Pm it. call 1)(' vi('wl'd 
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of an element of 0(2). Hence g' E O( -2). Thus an the ideal sheaf of Fe JPl(U 1 1'11) is iSOIl1()rphi(' 

to O( -2) and we have an exact sequence of sheafs, 

Tensoring this extension with 0(1), we get 

This in turn implies the associated long exact sequence 

However, by Leray spectral sequence (see [5]), we have for M " small" , 

and 

In our case, 7r- 1(x) = lpm-l. Hence, 

and 

and the result is proved. o 

Corollary 3.5. HO(Y,L*) is isomorphic to the subspace {I E On1M\O, HI = f,'J)fl~:-cc O} 

Proof. We have shown already that sE HO(y, L*), defines an element .~ of II°(F, Od and h('I\('(', 

by Lemma (3.4), an element s of HO(JP'(Ol M), 0(1)). By Lemma (3.3), 11° (llD(M), O( 1)) {f E 

0n1M\O, El = I}, i.e. s gives risc to a global function on 0 1 M of hOlIlogencity of d(~grc(' 1 with 

respect to the transformation Pa ----> APa, i.e. I is linear in Pn, 

(:~, 1 ) 

for some Hmooth functions XO on M. 
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By construction, 

implying 

Thus we have produced an injection 

o 

This is actually one-to-one according to Section (3.2), thus we have th{' fol\owinJ.?; t.1i('orl'lll: 

Theorem 3.6. There is a one-to-one correspondence bdween the vector' 81)(U'(' of Killillf/ 'II('{'

tor fields X on a conformal manifold (M,C) and the vector space H()(Y, /,*), wl/{'/'{' Y ;,.; tllf' 

associated ambitwistor space and L is the contact line bundle on Y. 

3.3.1 Grassmannian Manifolds. 

We shall begin this section with a review of Grassmannian manifolds. Let. V hI' It 11.-dillH'[lsiollal 

C-vector space and let Cr(k, V) := {the set of k-dimensional subspaces of V} for k < 11, SH('lI 

a Gr(k, V) is called a Gmssmannian Manifold. The Gra..'lHmannian manifolds an~ ('karly J.?;(~ll

eralisations of the projective spaces (in fact, JID(V) = Gr(l, V)) and call 1)(' J.?;iVl'1l a 1\I11niflJld 

structure in a fashion analogous to that used for projective spaces. 

Consider, for example, Gr(k, en). We can define the map 

where Mkxn(C) denotes the set of complex-valued k x n matrices and 

7r(A) = 7r = {k-dimensional subspaee of Cn spanned by the row wct.ors {(L j} of 11} 
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We notice that for 9 E GL(k,C) we have 7r(gA) = 7r(A) (where gA is IIIatrix Illultiplicat.ioll), 

since the action of g merely changes the basis of 7r(A). The mapping 7r is surj('d iV!'. LI'! 

Gr(k,en ) have the quotient topology induced by the map 7r, i.e U c Gr(k,e') is OP('1l if alld 

only if 7r- 1 (U) is open in Mkxn(e). Hence 7r is continuous and GT(k, en) is Cl Hallsdorff spa("(' 

with a countable basi,,>. 

We can also make Gr(k, en) into a complex manifold. Consider A E Ahxll(C) alld I!'I 

{AI, ... , AI} be the collection of k x k minors of A. Since A has rank k, At is nOIlsingular for 

some ex and there is a permutation matrix Pa such that 

where Aa is a k x (n - k) matrix. Note that is g E GL(k, e), then gAn iH a Ilollsillgular minor 

of gA and gAa = (gA)a. Let Ua: = {S E Gr(k,en);S = 7r(A), where An is IHlllsillf,!;ular}. This 

is well defined. The set UQ is defined by the condition det An # 0; iH'I}('p it. is all OP('1l spt ill 

We define a map 

h . U tr'k(n-k) 
a' a---->IL-

by setting 

where APn = [AaAa]. Again this is well defined and it is easy to sce that. t.his ddhws a 

ho\omorphic structure on Gr(k, en). Hence, Gr(k, en) is a complex manifold. 

Let x E Gr(k, V) where V is a n-dimensional complex veetor space, alld ]Pt. Sr h(' the 

k-dimensional subspace corresponding to x. We denote 

S = {(x, v); x E Gr(k, V), v E Sx} c Gr(k, V) x V, 

We then let 7r : S ----> Gr(k, V) be the projection onto the first compOIlent. W(' caJl S t.he taut.o-

logical vector bundle on Gr(k, V) and the fibre of S at x E Gr(k, V) is just the k-dilll('IlSional 

subspace Sx. 

We can represent the tangent bundle of Gr(k, V), denoted by TGr'(k, V), ill t.(~mlS of tll(' 

tautological vector bundle as follows. Let Gr(k, V) x V be trivial vector bundle wit.h fibre V. 
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Then we define a rank n - k vector bundle S by the exact sequence 

o ---4 S ---4 Gr(k, V) x V ---4 S ---4 O. 

The tangent bundle of the Grassmannian factorises as follows. 

Theorem 3.7. 

TGr(k, V) = S ® 5*. 

Proof. See Manin [20]. o 

We shall now be interested in Gr(2, ((:4) to illustrate the use of Theorem (3.6). 

Proposition 3.8. Gr(2, ((:4) has a canonical conformal structure. 

Proof. We know that a metric gab on a manifold M is a section of r( M, n 1 M (.)0 1 AI). T!tcrd()n~, 

a conformal class of metrics {n2(x)gab} must determine a line subbundlc, say L, in n 11\1 (.)0
1 1If. 

where the fibre of L at x E !v! is {Cgab }. In other words, a manifold M will !tav<~ a CHIlOlli('aJ 

con formal structure if and only if there exists a line subbundle in 0 1 M C·) 0 1
1\1 admitting a nOIl

degenerate section. We shall show that in the case M = Gr(2, ((:4) the bundle 0 10,.(2, Cl) 1.\ 

nlGr(2, (4) does indeed have a canonical line subbundle. 

We know that OlCr(2, ( 4 ) = S* ® 5, therefore, 

(S* ®5) 0 (S* 05) 

S* 8 S* 05 C;) 5 + (\'25" !Xl (\25 

Since, 1\2S* 0 1\25 has a rank of one and locally has non-degenerate sections, this is thl' 

canonical line bundle that represents the canonical conformal structure on Or'(2, ( 1). 0 

According to Penrose [30], the pair (Gr(2,C4 ),1\2S* 01\28) represents t.he cOInpactifh'd 

con formal Minkowski space. 

Now let us return to the notation used in Theorem (3.6) with M = Gr(2, ( 1). TlwlI with 

this notation F = F(1,2,3: (4) and Y = F(I,3;C4), where F(1,2,3;C4) = {The set of all 

pairs (Lx,Sx,Dx) in ((:4 where Lx is a line in ((:4, Sx is a 2-surface in C4 and D:1' is a :J-surfa('(~ 

in ((:4}. 
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Since Cr(1,C4) = CIP':3 with coordinates zll,a = I, ... ,'11 aud (,Tr(:l, (['1) OID:l witlt ('()()rcii-

nates 'Wa , lL = 1, ... , n, then clearly Y is 11 hypersurfa('(~ in Cll~:l x Cll~:l )!;iVl'u by Z(JIII" O. 11('11('(" 

Y has a contact structure with contaet lilw bundle JJ* = 0(1, l)h·. \Vc shall !lOW I1S(, TIII'on'II1 

(3.6) to prove the following result. 

Theorem 3.9. There are 15 linearly independent KiWng 1Iu:ior field:; on U,.(2, (['1). 

Proof. Let n be the number of linearly independent Killing Vl'ctor fjelds. By Tlworl'l1I (:Ui). 

Let us compute n. We have the short exact sequenc(~ 

o ~ 0(0,0) ~ 0(1, \) ~ 0/<,(1, 1)--~ () 

which gives the long exact sequence 

o ~ HO(CIP'3 X CIP'3,0(O,O)) ~ llO(CIP':1 x CIP':I,O(I, 1)) 

However, 

aue! 

~ J-[°(Y,L*) ~ l/l(CIP':l X CIP':l,O(O,O)) > ... 

HO(C~ x CIP':J, 0(0, 0)) = f{°(CIP'3, 0(0)) 00 llo(CIP':l, 0(0)) ~ C, 

HO (C1P'3 x CIP':I, O( I, 1)) = !l0 (CIP':1, O( 1)) 00 llO(ClP':I, O( I)) -, Cl ex) cl, 

Thus, the long exact S('qlwnc(' ht-COIIWS, 

and so 

Hence, n = 15 as required. 

This is a new proof of the cJa.'lHical result in diffewutia.l geometry (~i('(' Novikov [111). 

o 
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3.4 The General Case. 

The next natural question that arises from this result is whether or not t.hat. t.his r!~sult. can 1)(' 

generalised, in other words a Killing vector field X on a cOlllpl('x manifold /\1 wit.h 1In arbitrary 

G-structure corresponds to a global section of l'(Y, L*). 

3.4.1 The Twistor Construction Of All "Elementary" Geometries. 

Let M be an n-dimensional complex manifold and £(M) thc hololllorphic COfralll<' hUlld!!' 

7r : L* M ----t M. If G is a closed subgroup of GL(n, e), then the Het of holomorphi(' G-Ht.l'Il<'tllr!'S 

9 on M, i.e the set of principal subbundlcH 9 c £(M) with the group G, call be i(h~nt.ifh'd wit h 

the set of holomorphic sections (J of the quotient bundle 7r : £( 1\1) / G -> M whose typical fi hr(' 

is isomorphic to GL(n, C)/G. 

Suppose that G c (;L(n, e) is a irreducible Lip sui>group,and 9 is it (;-Htructlll'(' Oil Ill. 

With any such 9 there is naturally a.,",sociatmi a HubllllwllP l' c nlM whm;(' typical film' is 

isomorphic to the cone in en defined a.,", the G-orbit of the lille HpaTllwd by a higlH'st w('ight 

vector. Denote ~ = p\Op, where Op is the "zero" section of ij : P -> M WhOHC valuc at. ('(1('11 

z E M is the vertex of the cone p-l(z). The quotient bundle 1/ : J := li/c' • M is tl1('1I a 

subbulldle of the projectivized cotangent bundle J1D(U 1 M). L('t the dillH'llsioll of thc fibn's of 

J1D(n 1 M) be equal to m. 

The total space of the cotangent bundle OllYf haH a canonical hololllorphic sYlllpledi(' Ht rIl(,-

ture reprpsPIlted in a natura.l local coordinate sYHtelll (z<t, Pn) by llw 2-forrll w -cc dp(\ /I. r/z", 

The pllllback, i*w, of the sympledic form w from 0 1 M\OnIAt t.o itH HlIl>llIanifold i : j 

0 1 M\Onl At defineH a diHtrihlltion V c TJ as the kenH'1 of tlw Ilatural "low('rillg of illdi('('s" 

- . .w 1 - . 
map T'J ---> n J, Le, 

VI' := {V E 7;,~ : V J'i*w= O} 

at ea,ch point e E 'J. 

Using the fact that d('i*w) = 'i*dw = 0, onc call HllOW that. thiH dist.rillllt.ioll is int.egrabk alld 

thUH defines a foliation of ~ by holomorphic leaves. We shall a.,",SlllllP t.hat. this space of lellV<'s, 

Y, is Cl complex manifold. This as~nunption impoHes no restrict.ioll 011 t.J1(' lo('al structlln' OIl IIf. 
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Since the Lie derivative vanishes 

Lv(i*W) = V.Ji*dw + d(V.Ji*w) == 0 

for any vector field V tangent to the leaveH, the 2-form i*w iH tlw Jlullhack fI'latiw to tiH' 

canonical projection [t : ~ ~ Y of a closed 2-form W OIl Y. It. iH paJ-iY to dH'ck that W is 1I01l

degenerate which means that the quotient (Y, w) is a symplectic manifold. The pair (», w) is 

what is usually called the symplectic reduction of a sympledic manifold (01 M\Onl At, w) via it.s 

submanifold ~. 

If we restrict our attention to a coordinate domain U x Cl! in n 1 Af with coordinat.e fUlIctions 

(z'X,Po) such that wl(Jx(cn\O) = dpo: /\dz rt
• Shrinking U C At as npc('ssary, w(' lIlay aSSIlIlH' that. 

~I{f is locally realised in U x cn by Cl system of equatioJls 

h(z,p) = 0,-; = 1, ... ,h~ 

where !i(Z,p) are irreducible homogeneous polynomials in Pn and k s: n .. m I. Ll'l V hI' allY 

torsion-free connection on the G-structure then it. can he shown (s('(~ [21]) that. t.JH' dist rihllt ion 

D defined above is locally spanned by the vector fields 

A Cl-structure on an n-dimmulionalmanifold At is locally represented hy an (~quivakIH'(' class 

of frames, 

the group G. The index (t above is associated with a local c()()nliIla\'(' systellJ {.r"} OIl 1\/, alld 

index (l enumerates basis vectors in T M. 

We have already shown that. a Killing v(~ct()r fidd X on M is, hy ddinit ion, a wctor fi('ld X 

'J 
satisfying, in any local coordinate system {:l:<>}, when' X =--= X"(z);b;- alld allY fraltH' {f':,'(z)} 

from the G-structure, the equation 

where Cb = eb'(z)ffn, and g~(z) iH a function on M wit.h vahws ill a Lip algehra, g, of G. 
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Lemma 3.10. If X is a Killing vector field of a given (;-8tnu:tuH' {('~:(z)} on !If. fl/{'rl 

where g~ (z) is a function on M with values in g Lic( G) and V' "iJ I 1" " . 7'i?'.. olj l8 any 

torsion-free connection on the G -structure. 

Proof. A linear connection V' : T M ---> T M !Xl n I M OIl A1 is t.angpnt to t.it(' giv(~n (;-st ruct 11)"(' 

{ea = e~(z)~} if and only if 

where w~ := w~a(z)dzO: is a I-form with values in g. 

Then 

where g~(z) := -g~(z) + XOw~a takes values in g. o 

3.4.2 Homogeneous manifolds. 

Lp! Af be a complex manifold and let G be a mat.rix (n x n) g;roup acting; in C" {p",u 

1, ... , n}, by 

where (Gb) E G. 

Hence G acts on the associated projective space JP>(CII) = (ClI\O)/C*. If H point. ]J E UD(C") 

is represented by homogeneous coordinates lPal then the hOITlOg;('IH'OIlS ('oordinates of (".1) an' 

[G~Pbl. A submanifold Ne JPl(ClI) is called G-homog;('llcoIlS if, for any :r C: N 011(' hal'i {,'.:r C N. 
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Near any point Xo E N c JP>(Cn ), the submanifold N can lw described by algt'l>nlic p<jllati()lls: 

some l). 

If N is G-homogeneous, then, for any g~ E 9 (the Lip algebra of C) one llIust haVl' 

~ Ja\ ... a l bl , . I - () 
~ i 9<lIPb]Pa2" • Pal N - (:~.2) 

111 .. ·<llb\ 

This follows from the condition t.hat, for any x EN, one ha." G.l: again in N for any ekIlH'1l1 G 

in the group. 

3.4.3 The General Result. 

We have the diagram, 

and we have the projective version, 

Locally, the embedding ~ c n1 M\O is given by homogelwous functions, 

fi(Pa) = L f i
l1

\ .. ·I1/ (z)Pal ... P<ll = 0, i = ], ... k 
a l ... lll 

where PI1 are the coordinates in the fibre of 0 1 A-f ---> lH given by 

Pu := r:~ p", 

Po being coordinates a."sociat.ed to z". 

Thm; t1w functions 1i are given by 

1 ( ) ~ j"I ... a{( ),01 ,Ht. . 
i Z,p = ~ i Z ((/1 "'('ltlPnl .. ·/lnl· 

111 . .. 111 

As already mentioned, the fihres of the projection 1/, an' g<'lIerat.ed by Vl'ctor fidds 

Assume X = XO(z)d}o is a Killing ved,or fidei. We associat.<' to it. 11 hOlllogPIH'oUS (dq~n'(' I) 

function 
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Theorem 3.11. If X i8 a Killing vector field of an a1'bitm1"'!J G-81:ruclur'(' on an lL'T"bil.7m·y ("()/IIplf'.r 

manifold M, then 

dihxl~ = O,i = 1, ... ,1.:. 

Proof. We have 

= I L ftl ... al(V'",,!X)f3P{JPa2 ... P(!I\~ 
al···at 

-I'"' fal ... a l ( bl /1,), '\- 1,1, . (') If») - L..J i gal (bIP(-J 1'a2 ..• PILI J' l) kllllll,t ,). 

aj ... al 

=0 

since the fibres of i ---; M are G-homogeneous manifolds, and y;;\ t.akes val1ws ill <5. 0 

Corollary 3.12. 

(or some function h x on Y which is homoge1W()US of de.(71·ef' 1 T'l' . tl t . 1 J' . ItV; '/.8 ,W 8IJ.'1T/.(· ILS (/. .w:c ,UI'TI, () 

Thus we have BOW proved t.hat. any Killing vector lipid of M with it (,'-structure gives ris(' t () 

a global section of Lover Y. 

Theorem 3.13. To any global section, 8 E J'(Y, L), 1.11,(",.(' m'''1Y'81)01/,ri8 (J. Killin.ll V(,("/O'T" .field OTl 

M. 

Pmof. 8 gives rise to a fUllction, ,~, Oil Y hOIllogell(,()w; of dq";f(~e I; 111(' laUn giws ris!' to a 

function, '~J" on i, homogeneous of <kgree 1; the latter is just. it global s(~('t.i()1l of till' blllldk 

O( + 1) \J", where O( + 1) is the t.autological liue bUlldk on JP'(O I At), i.p. 
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It is well-known, that for generalised flag vari('\,i(~s (s(~e [rij), N c nD(C"), OIl(' has 

Thus, 

since the fibres of ~ ---t M are generalized flag varieties. 

Thus, in a local coordinate chart (Zll, PO)' '~;l is of the form 

- X ll 
s;l = Pll 

i.c .~~ = hx, for some vector field X = Xll(Z)~ Oil M. 

It is easy to see that the equation 

imply \7 ea X = g~ Cb so that X is Cl Killing vector {ipld. o 

Thus we have proved the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.14. Main Theorem. Let G be a semisimplc Lie group whose decomposifi01I into I/. 

locally direct product of simple groups does not contain any of the gnmp.'l 

1. Spin(2n + 1, C) acting on C2n
, n ~ 3, 

2. Sp(2n, C) acting 011 C 2n • n ::;;. 2, 

Then, given any irreducible G 0 C* -s tr'ILcture, 13(,'. on a manifold M, I,}wr" is a O'fl('-to-onl' 

com'-spondence, 

{Killing vector,'; on B(,'} *~ l/o(y, J/), 

fJctween the vector' space of Killin!1 vectors on (J\J, He:) and the r:oho'flwlo!JY yro'ltJl Ill! (Y, U) 

whcr'c (Y, L) is Merkulov'8 contact manifold (L880c'iated to He;. 
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Remark: 

We have excluded 

1. Spin(2n + 1, q acting on C 2
", n ::: ;3, 

2. Sp(2n, q acting on c2n, n ::: 2, 

3. C 2 acting on C7. 

becausc in these eases the associated twistor spaces do not encode full informatioll abollt (,'-

structures. This phenomenon wa.<; first noticed by Merkulov (see Theorem ('2.1!))). 

3.5 Quaternionic Manifolds. 

3.5.1 Basic Definitions. 

Let C = GL(n,lHl)CL(l,lHl) C CL(4n,JR) be a natural subgroup. A <\lIatcmionic manifold is, 

by definition, a pair (M, Bc) consisting of an 4n-dimensional manifold AI and all irn~(ltll"ibl(· 

torsion-free C-structure BG on M. 

If Bc reduces to the subgroup C' = Sp(p, Cl )Sp( 1), then t,]w pair (AI, BUI) is caJlcd CL qua!<'r-

nionic Kahler manifold. If it further reduces to G" = Sp(p, q), t.he pair (AI, 13(,',,) is mllPd a 

hyper-Kahler manifold. 

3.5.2 Salamon's twistor space. 

[n order to talk about It quaterIlionic structure without reference to a RiPllIanllian IlIdric, 011(' 

must replace Sp(n) by the full group G £(n, JHI) of nOli-singular quat(~rni()nic n x n matri("('s. 

Indeed consider GL(n, lHl) and CL(l,JHI) as subgroups of G[.J(1n,~) hy ktting thelll act Oil llll" 

by left and right. Illultiplication respectively. These actioBS commllt(\ so t1H' product 

G -= GL(n,JHI)GL(l,JHI) c GL(1n,~) 

is well defined and has maximal compact ~;ubp;rollp 8p( n)8p( I). Because (n(n, !HI) alld (,' q 1, IHI) 

share It 1-diIllen~ional centre, one call economise by llHing 8])( 1) instea.d of (,' L( I , &11) ill"i ill t\1(' 

l~·· 1 G· d 11 11 (11 ('rl lUT) x S'p(l) We t1um have the fol\owill" "wmmalllan case, am IS 011) e coverc( >y J.J "j[]J ~ • h 

definition. 
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Definition 3.15. A quatem:ionic manifold i.'i (l 4n-dinwnsional 'ITI.anifold (n > I) with IJ (,'-

structure admitting a torsion-free conncdio7/, 

Let us consider the 2-sphere 

8 2 == {ai + bj + ck E 1HI : (j,2 + b2 + (:2 = I} 

of unit imaginary quaternions. Let M be a quaternionic manifold with prillciple G-buudk Q, 

and fix a frame j E Q corresponding to an isomorphism 

Any u E 8 2 acts on ~4n ~ lHIn by right multiplication, and so determines an endomorphislll 

1>(J, u) = j 0 u 01-1 

of TxM with square -1, i.e. an almost complex structure. If g = Aq E (} wit.h A c: (}L(n, !HI) 

and q E Sp(l), then 

(:U) 

Consequently the set 

of almost complex structures does not depend upon j, and is thcrefon~ the fibre of a bundle Z 

over M. From (3.3), Z is none other that. the bundle 

2 q x(,'S 

associated to Q by means of of the adjoint action of 8[1(1) on 8 2 C Im !HI ~ .'ip(l). 

Any local section sE qu, Q) converts the basis i,j, k ofIm IHI into a triple of almost complex 

structures J, J, K E qu, Z) satisfying 

lJ=-.I/=K. 

In general, it will be impossible to define /,.1, K globally; for example !HIpn CallIlO/. admit 

even one almost complex structure for topological reasons. 

Now regard IHI as a right vector space over the complex numbers, and let the group 81'(1) of 

unit quaternions act on IHI by left multiplicatiou. Then allY 'I/. E ,',''2 dderIlliJl(~s Cl colllpkx lillear 
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transformation of 1HI with u 2 = -1. Thus 1HI = L+ Cl) L __ , Wh('H' L± an' t ht, +-pig('IlSlliu'('S or 11. 

Wc will use the correspondence 

to identify S2 with the complex projective line PdIHI); this identification is p<juivariaut wit It t II(' 

respective action of Sp(l). Now suppose that f = 0 (this is always true Oil it suf!icielltly sllIall 

open set), and choose a lifting Q E Hl(M,GL(n,lHI) x Sp(l)). Then 

is the complex projective bundle formed from the vector bundle H = C) xSp(l) 1HI. 

Consider IHIn also as a right vector Rpace over C, and let GL(n, IHI) act by lIlatrix Illultiplicatioll 

on the left. Then the tensor product IHIn ®c 1HI is naturally t1w complexification of et real vector 

1lll4n b 't I' h " space IN. ecaURe 1, ac Buts t e complex conJugatlOu 

The action of GL(n, IHI) x Sp(1) on IHIn I5\Ic IHI induces nIP wpresentatiol1 of (i Oil ]R1n alrpady 

determined. Therefore defining an aSRociated vector bundle 

e = Q xCL(n,lfll) H, 

the cOJIlplexified tangent bundle has the form 

Since any representation of Sp(l) is self-dual, we can identify 0;, M = /';*!Xlc If. Moreover, it 

follows from the above that if h belongs to the fibre Hx \ {O} over x EM, t1w space of (1 ,O)-forllls 

associated to the almost complex structure z = Ch E Pc( If) ~ Z is equal to 

In the ca.'·le IHIpn, ( = 0 and H is uniquely defined as the tautologous quaternionic liIH' 

bundle. The total space of H minus its ~wr() sectioll can bp idelltified with lHI"t 1/ {()}, alld Z is 

the complex projective space cp2n+ I . 
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Theorem 3.16. If M is a qnatcT"Tl-ionic manifold, the total spac(' of Ih(' (/'.'i.'iol·wled hUfUill' ;( 18 

a complex manifold. 

Proof. See Salamon [35]. o 

Theorem 3.17. There is a one-to-one COT"T'Cspondence between the vecto'(' splLce of Killiny Vldo/' 

fields on (M, BGL(n,IHI)GL(I,IHI)) and the vecto'(' space, JIO(Z, T Z) of global lw1om017!hi(' Vldo/' 

fields on Salamon's twistor space. 

Proof. The Merkulov's twistor space (Y, L) and the SaloIllon's twist.or spacps an' r('lat.(~d (\;.; 

follows, 

By the Main Theorem, the vector space of Killing vectors is III a. 1-1 c()rr(~sp()Jldellc(, wi t h 

HO(y, L*). 

Let us compute the latter. It is well-known t.hat for a projective spac(' lP'(V), V h('ill).!; SOll}(' 

vector space, onc ha."l 

Honce, in our ease 

This completes the proof. o 
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